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’ A host of dedicated middlemen are needed to
work the miracle of books. Here are three of them.

,._

.

by Michael Ryval
IN ONE SENSE books are the most intimate form of communication. They are the means by which one individual mind
attempts to pour its thoughts and feelings into anothet, a
silent miracle that tmnscends space and time, Yet in another
sense this miracle is very much a collective effort. It
wouldn’t be possible without the small army of middlemen,
from printers to booksellers, who service the machinery of
publishing. Working as they do in an industry that & notoriously short on material rewards, these middlemen are a
remarkably dedicated lot. Each June two key groups of
them. the Canadian Booksellers Association and the Canadian Library Association, hold conyentions at which members discuss new and better ways to forge the links between
author and reader. This year the CBA. is meeting in
Toronto’s Royal .York Hotel June 12-14. Meanwhile the
CLA is gathering in Montreal’s Queen Eliqbeth Hotel June
9-15. (Both. unfortunately, are closed conventions.) As a
salute to all the industry’s middlemen, Bwkr In Conada.

“I’ve always said they should practise birth’
control in the publishing industry; half the
books out shouldn’t be.”

asked me to intiew three individuals who not only love
books but also live them-a publisher’s salesman, a librarian, and a bookseller.
FRBD OUNDY may or may not be the best publisher’s salesman in Canada. That’s hard to judge. But he is without
doubt the most experienced. For 45 oninterm ted years he
flogged books fqr.Oxford University Ress. TRen when he
retired from OUP a year ago last January, he refused to be
put on the shelf. So he joined Thomas Nelson & Sons. Old
salesmen never die; Iii good backlist items, they go on
I .
foreve-r.
Gundy is a tall, round-shouldered fellow of 67, comemalively dressed in grey flaqnels and pale blue shirt and blue
tie. Except for his stiff-leggedness (caused by bad feet, he
tells me). he looks to be in good health, with a full head of
greying hair. He doesn’t appekr to be acctistomed to interviews and as we sat in the library of Thomas Nelson, Gundy
kept lighting and Blighting a cigar, finally giving up “Got
this at a stag last night. Don’t know why I kept it.”
His story begins in 1931, when Gundy joined OUP &
cover Eastern Ontario, then known as the graveyard of the
province. He was in fact the son of Samuel Bradley Gondy,
the first manager of OUP when the firm was founded here in
1904. He went to Upper Canada College and, ss he recalls,
“I wasn’t what you called a brilliarir scholar. The principal
told my father IFred’s a boy of average ignorance’.” So it
was straight to OUP, since “nobody else would hire me.” .
In the early days, when he’got a salary of $8 a week.
Gundy used to hit the trains or buses with three loo-pound
cases full of books and stop off at every little town or village
alongLake Ontario and north through the Ottawa Valley.
The trip took two weeks. It was made twice a year, and the
trade was mostly in dictibnaries, bibles. and Presbyterian
and Anglican hymn books. A $30 order was something to
be prized. By 1935, he “graduated” IO Westem Canada,
schlepping thosi: three tanks ftim town to town, diplaying
his wares in hotel suites and sending theorders home. There
was the routine, too. of calling on his customs. checking
their stock and inviting them to see Oxford’s new booki:
“Back then, they used to wait for us to show up. We’d
come around twice a year and they were loyal to us. Today
you’ve new publishers starting every day. And the tmmhers of books! The stores are inundated with them. I’ve
always said they should pm&e birth control in the publishing industry; half tbe books out shouldn’t be.”
In any case, times wee different then. But after the end
of the Second World War (G.mtdy had volunteered for the
navy, but was turned down) ‘publishing started to pick up
and so did Gundy’s career. He was now sales manager: he
travelled by planewith just a set of catalogues; the backlist
was better than ever; and bibles, it seems., were on the
decline. Until about 1970, Gundy made hs twice-a-year
June-July. lSi7, Books In Canada a
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sortie om West, as well as visits to Ottawa and Montreal
several times a year.
I aske&Gundy to define the sacret of selling. “Hell, I
don’t know,” he says, trying once agaip to light his cigar.
“But if I read the books. I couldn’t sell them. Seriously, though. I suppose the secret is not to oversell. The returii
cm be terrible: they’ll kill you. And sometimes it’s not so
good to undersell. Take Rachel Carson’s 771e Sea Around
Us. Nobody expected it to be a hit and yet it sold 12,000
copies here. My advice to young salesmen is simply to play
it straight.”
Gmtdy has been following his own counsel for nearly 50
years. Although he finds it hard to articulate, he has a
deep-rooted love for publishing: “For one thing, there’s a
greater spirit of camaraderie. than in any other business I
know. For another, it’s a fascinating game that is full of
surprises. You are always trying to guess a book’s potential
and seU it accordingly.”
“I chose

not to be a bibliophile. My concern is
for people and books and bringing them together. And I happen to like politics.”

LIBRARIANS ,

I’ve found, are a curious species who tend to
come in two categories. There is the non-careerist bibliophile and lhere is the upwhrdly mobile administrator.
Madge Morton Aalto. riow chief librarian for Metm
Tomnto’s Borough of East York, is one of the latter breed.
Duting her career she has concluded that people matter
more than books. And if that attitude means wading into the
sticky mess of office politics. so be it.
She is a tall, generously shaped woman of 36, dressed
casually with a pair of chic flight-type glasses perched on
her nose. Her casual appeatince refltits the commdne-like
atmosphere of her “shop”; haditional hierarchies seem to
have gone out the window. But that atmosphetx is decepsides over a full-time staff of 30
tive. Aalto efficiently
and a part-time staff o tPre120. The four-branch operation has
an annual budget of $1.2 million.
Aalto got her start itt libraries as a ii-year-old part-lime
helper in Vancouver. She remembus she was a “fat and
uncomfortable” teenager during the 195Os, the sort of girl
who pretended she didn’t care when the phone didn’t ring.
Partly as an escape she became an “omnivomgs’: mader
4 Eoo!e in Canada, June-July. 19i7

and developed appecial interest in science fiaion. “I’m still
fat,” she says toddy, ‘patting her tommy. “But I’m
comfortable with it.”
She majored in geography, history, and English at Wellesley College, near Boston, and joined the Toronto Public
Library system in 1964. For two years she worked in the
system’s children’s branch, then took a degree in library
science at the U of T. She was back waking for the TPL
when, in the summer of 1970, SF,autbor Judith Merrill
bequeathed a massive science-fiction collection to the city.
Because of her special knowledge of the field, Aalto was
given the task of se!ting up what was to become dte
system’s famous Spaced-Out Library.
Her main problem was that she “didn’t know a thing
about specialized collections.” However, she soon learned
and happily began hunting down books to fill in the gaps in
Ihe collection. It was a hectic period, particularly since she
was simultaneously teaching a cotuse in science fiction at
York University and often attending’SF conferences and
conventions: “I met some of the prime cm&s in the
world.”
But after three Yeats. the excitement waned. “It was too
easv.” she says. “I had mastered the techniaues and I was
gmking ti& of the same questions and tbk routine. Besides. I wasn’t learning anything new about libraries and
library management.” So she tmnsferrqd to a general public
library and became a branch head for an enjoyable year “in
thereal world, rather than a littleghetto.” Next she tookthe
post as the TPL’s head of adult services, a desk job the
involved co-ordiiating acquisitions. It also involved plenty
of reports and learning the ins and outs of office politics.
Fmm there she moved on to her present position in East
York, where she is fast acquiring expertise in general act
counting, budget Mntml, public tendering (for a new library roof), and the art of massaging aldermanic egos.
Where will Aalto be live years from now? Undoubtedly
somewhere even higher up the library ladder. “I chose not
to be a bibliophile,” she says. “My concern is for people
and books and bringing them @ether. _hd 1 happen to lie
politics.”
‘~I(IGHT oow~ stairs and mind your head,” I’m instructed
as I walk into Longhouse Bookshop in downtown Tomato.
And so I march past the piles of current best sellers, the
neatly arranged display of new art books, glancing up at the
wall covered with newly framed photographs of our own
literati and several clippings about this tiny shop, which
opened just over five years ago and is devoted solely to
Canadian books. Longhouse was the first of hs kind in
Toronto; others have since followed. None, however, is as
comprehensive (17,500 titles) nor, I suspect as much a
“home” for Canadian writers and their books -and their
readers.
In any case, the stairs are steep and I almost collide whh a
beam that runs along the length of this stommom and
office. There’s hardly a bare space, widt great piles of
books, unopened boxes, posted memos. invoices, postcards, photographs -everything looking as if it’s in proper
place and retrievable in an instant. Sitting in the middle of
this impeccable order is Beth Atipeldoom. a tall, strapping’
woman of 38, dosed in a navy-blue longhouse T-shirt aad
beige cords. She lights up one of an endless stream of Peter
Smyvesants, dangles one long leg over the arm of her chair,
and for thenext couple of hours we talk about huself and
how she - and her partner and long-time companion,
Susan Sandier -.got into the book business.
Beth Appeldoom grew up in Arnhem. Holland, in a family of busmessmen-engineer. She was studying to be a
doctor (“Why medicine? I had m $0 something.” she says
in a soft staccato) and wandering around Europe when, in
1964. she pulled up mats and came m Canada. She’d intended to go m the U.S.; but in what she now considws her
best piece of luck, she was turned down.
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“I strongly believe you s/lould have as many
books as possible and not care about your
sales per square foot. Your number-one
reason for existence is your love of books.”

After kavelling about the country, touring from coast 10
coast, she found herself out of money and in search of a job.
One day. when Ihe mammoth Yorkdale Sho ping Centre in
suburban Toronto had just opened, she wal Eed .m(o Cole’s
whh nsly a clue about books and landed an
C5-cents-an-hour job as a clerk. Within a month she was on
staff and within two more months she rose to trade buyer.
Eventually she moved to the main store at Yonge and
Charles Slreets, where she completed her first year in bookselling.
“I knew after one
Appeldoom. in a slight
for this place. I‘m not sure why; I jusrfelt more at home
here. Atid, at lhe same time. i wti reading everything 1
could about Canada.” And so, in au almost simultaneous
move, she took a job as main buyer at the York University
bookslore and became a landed immigrant. The move was
made after brietly returning home (“So 1 could return all
my overdue library books”, she says, grinning).
A diligent careerist, she stayed a( York seven years,
enjoying all but the last hV0 years 81 her work as manager.
All the while, however, she was thinking of opening her
own store. She thought 1969 would have been a good date
u1 launch the first all-Cauadian snore. Everybody else. however, said no; it was still too early. So for three ears she
and Sandier saved furiously, collecting $15,000. !ud with
the blessings of Jack McClelland and Dennis Lee finally
opened Longhouse in what she calls “lhe bookstore skip”
in Toronto.
The lirsr two years were difficult:, so right, in fact, fhat
Sandier remained at her job at a pnvare school to support
them. Despiie the pressures, Appeldoom insisted MI
honouring what she sees as the responsibilities of a bookseller: “I strongly believe you should have as many books
as possible and non cam about your salts per square foot:
your number-obe reason for existence is your love of
book.” That philosophy eventually paid off. Today the

shop does about $200,000 worth of business a year, one
ing, everything - including mopping up after a r&s*orm
third of which is in mail-order sales around the world. Apart
and cursing a leaky roof.” Not surprisingly, she is a book
from the commercial success, she also basks in the knowlcollector (of books about books) and a voracious reader
edge that Longhouse is a favorite hangout (and often a post
whose tastes range fmm Margarer Dmbble to Tolstoy to
office) for virtually ewy writer we’ve got. Last fall MqJack Hodgins. She’s also mad about plants and when she
garet Atwood attracted more than 400 people to Longhouse c thinks of her pleasures, she says: “A good meal. a bottle of
for a book signing.
wine and talking about books and the business. What else is
“My life is books,” Appeldoom says. “Sm here every
there?’ 0
day. receiving books, dusting five times a day, book keep
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Tempting gremlins, we present one
man’s hunt for the horrible typogaffe
by Michael Smith
OF MY favourite newspaper bloopers is the small-town
social notice that reported the return of a local couple from a
ski vacation during which the unfortunate husband had
broken his arm: “Mr. and Mrs. John Doe arrived back from
their honeymoon last week, htr. Doe carrying hi broken
mm in a sling.” 1 have to admit that I never saw the aCNd
v:ords in print. but by the time I started a brief fling in
newspaper journalism they had acquired a legendary status
that still seems difficult to deny.
The danger for newspaper editors, of course, is that they
have to handle a glut of hastily written material - frequently more than a full-length book - sometimes in the
time allowed by just a single day’s shift. “Shift,” BS a
result. is thought by some editors to be a word fraught with
typographical peril, as are shot, suit. short, skit, and such
potentially embarrassing names as Fuchs and Foch. On
ONE

large papers, news copy has to pass the way of dozens of
reporters, copy readers, and occasionally, gremlins as well.
Usually newspapermen have to operate without the generoils deadlines that allow other writers lo nurse the hangovers
and related problems that tend to breed mistakes.
I’d like to offer the supposilion, then, that the number of
emxs in a given publication ought N be inversely pmporl
tional to the number of hours that it can afford to produce a
finished copy - so tbat, for instance, we expect fewer
errors in magazines and almost none in books. Now4hat
Canadian book-publishing has pmgressed well beyond the
fly-by-night stage - we are all agreed on this, aren’t we?.
-the product ends up looking as if it’s been prepared with
moderate care.
Are you ready for thii? From Ernest Buckler’s otherwise
fine novel, The Mow&it and the Vdky (New Canadian
Library edition, page 56):
Later they’d all stroll IO Ihe barn u) look at Joseph’s (sic) stock.
They’d slide their hands lazily over tbe cows’ llvlkr or feel the
oxen’s ads. They’d turn their backs IO urinate against a manag?.
watching the opendon mediudvely and sp&iig wer their
shoulders.. .

Snort. Well, I’m willing fo admit the argument that some
managers do exist who deserve nothing less. And - qhat
the hell - when it gets right down to spontaneous typographical quirks it’s difficult to sssign the blame. In some
respects typos as a genre seem to belong to the same school
of writing as found poehy. Found irony: the tiler and the
editor havevery little (directly, at least) to do witb its creatit% at all. Fortunately. I’m also able m report that our
writers have managed m keep their creative output high.
Maybe it’s not fair m take licence with Thomas P. Kelley, one of our so-called “commercial” wriiers, who nevertheless has taken considerable licence with the notorious
Donnelly family, late of Lucan. Ont. Some of his work is.
after all, studied - presumably as English - in Ontario
sgcondary schools. But don’t ask me why. The following
passage from Vengeance of the Black Donndys
(Greywood, page 69) reflects his remarkable aptitude for
the principles of mathematical semantics, not m mention
punctuation and grammar (the italics are mine):
6 Books In Canada JuneJuly. 1977

Banff National Park/Jasper National Park
by David M. Baird. Compact guidebooks that take you cn a conducted tour from viewpoint to viewpoint in the
parks, suggesting side trii tc places of special interest and giving a wealth of information about the massive
forces that created the Rockies. Sewn fcr durability, detailed mad@. 16 full cclcur phctcs in each, lots of b R
w illustrations, fold-cut maps. Banff: $5.95 paper, $9.95 cloth; Jasper: $4.95 paper, 89.99 cloth.

The Milepost 1977
fmm Alaska Northwest Publlshing. A must for all travelersI

The MfYeptvt contains detailed mile-by-mile informadon on every travel route ccvatfng Alaska. the Yukon, B.C., N.W.T. and Alberta; thousands of useful facts for
tiim; mere than M valuable maps; special information for outdoorsmen and nature levers; public transportation
schedules; and a new fold-out map of all the ama the bock cOVeTS. 86.79

Canada Handbook
from Statistics Canada. Just published - the annual beat book bargain in Canedal Thls manrelcus reference
book contains up-t-date information on every aspact of Cansdiin society. 290 cclcur phctcs, 22 b % w photcs,
maps and index. Only $2.951

Graphis Posters 77
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A disdnctive new international ccllecticn of best pesters, ccni,.
talning sections on advertising. cultural, so&l and deccradkm L
posters. 715 illu~tions, with 79 pages in full cclcur. A superb (\~. ,.:+z$!#+y,~
visual feast, a gorgeous gift bock. 837.50

Photographis. Annual 77
A magnificent combination cf visual beauty and graphic acccm
plishment, this new bock from the famous Graphii Press has 9
chapters, covering weryd2ing fmm adwrdsaments tc record
covers. The glft for anyone interested in photography. 227 i
pages, 76 In full cclcur; 727 Illustmtions. 498.50

Hurti Publishers
10568-105 Street
Edmonton. Alberta
T5H 2W7 (403) 4 2 6 - 2 4 6 9
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Tbcw could be no pmribilily OF il being bul the figment of an
ownvmugh~ imagimlion. a delibents lie or P hoax. Oh no, h had u)
bc INC. for i, was Iold by old Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ryan. who were
-and had fa 3 long time - been regarded as jW about ,he moth
hone4 and VulhFul couple in ,heLucan dblrict. They lied in rsmall
bow on a few acm. a mile or LO fmm ,he vi,lage md had never
missed I Sunday ;~ppeua”ce b, church in more ,,,a,# a cmrwy. Bolb
in their lue vewmticr md ~llc loo-~4, fixed whb lhir wmld’s
goods. ptiapr. but their bonerly IV~T Asolutely unquaGoned.
I mean, we do have book editors in Canada, don’t we?.
We must. because I once knew a man who claimed to have
rented part of his house to one. (Though again, I have to
admit, I aever sw him .) Another friend. knowledgeable
(he says) in book publishing, claims that Canadian publishers not only hire editors, but sometimes even train them
bv bidding them read la merde de Ia merde - the unsoliiited manuscripts that reputeflly fall. likr pelals from a
rose. through the office hansoin every day. After all that,
whoreallv wants to read through agenuine book hunting for
nits to pick?
Not the writers, surely. For it seems that they often
emerge from their meditative cocoon full-blown, and unable
to squeeze back in. The brain rises out of the funk of creadon and wagnalls slowly toward a lucid state. The hazard is
an absence of mind that’s occasionally endearing. Margaret
Atwood. for instance, in kdy Oracle. writes of a part of
London known as Earlscourt (unlike the avenue in Toronto.
it should be Iwo words). and grandiosely refers to a building
on the Exhibition grounds in Toronto as the Colosseum (it’s
Colisewa around here). Somebody named Eugene Benson
- whose novel, The Bulls qf Ronda. threatens to set you
back $8.95. all the same - writes that a girl’s thigh is
“unbared” (he means bared). And Hugh Gamer, in The
Intruders. has a character take off her slacks and sit down in
her half-slip!
The more I think about it. the more I believe that Atwood

MEG”J BOOKS AND MORE GOOD READING...

Th3Truo Story of Ida Johncon
a novel by Shamn Riis
$3.25 pb.
Population Tar@ The PolitIcal Eoonomy of
Populotloti Control In Latin America
by Bonnie Mass
$5.50 pb.
$12.95 Cl.
Repo: Tha Price of Coercive Sexuality
by Loranne CIsrkandDsbrs Lewis
$4.95 pb. ’ $12.50 cl.
VJRti is a Oki? Wha4 Is a Boy?
by Srsphanls Waxmen
84.95 pb.
and once agaln...
the everpopular
Eveywomsn’s Mmanac 1978
Appointment Calendar&Handbook
$3.95 pb. Sewn blnding
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has some kind of problem when it comes to geography. In
her slory .“Rape Fantasies” - published recently in the
anthology, Toronm Short Stories.- the dsrrator has sup
posedly gone to high school in Learnington, Ont. (which is
down near Windsor), but regularly travelled to St.
Catharines (which, I’11 concede, at least is also near the
U.S. border) to get treatment for her acne. That’s a round
trip by mad of abour 400 miles -which may pmve fhat a
good skin man is hard to find. St. Catharines, alas, is incorrectly spelled.
W. 0. Mitchell walls in his novel, The Rite, a convetsation in 1929 between a doctor and a carpenter named Hiiory Bob Smith. Two years later, Mitchell goes on to say,
Hickory Bob “had died with a liver like a granite curling
rock.” Imagine how the diagnosis palls when the same
Hickory Bob is mysteriously resurrected in a chapler set in
1960. In the 1929 sequence Hickory Bob also remarks that
he’s 52 yeam old. When he reappears in 1960 he shows no
apparent signs of his age, let alone hi brash with death.
Then there’s Gamer’s novel, A Nice Place to Visif, in
which the hem, a reporter named Ben Lawlor, twice encounters the facilities in hi small-town hotel:

He removed his dolheo tmd ~locd under a ho, shower, removing no,
only ,he grime Fmm the cell floor but also lha, he’d picked up lying
in Ihe woods whh young Cissy Chaaon. (Page 240.1
In fact, Gamer is quite possibly our reigning king of
gaffes. (Who else could have his hippies rolling “reefers”
when they fix a slick of dope?) Given his vaunted battles
with editors, maybe this isn’t any surprise. More than anything else. Gamer has said, a writer needs “a shallow
knowledge of a great many things.” Unfortunately. when
he writes about some of these things Gamer’s not always,
uh. accurate.
One embarrassing whopper happened way back in 1959
when he affixed what he considered to be an offbeat name to
a middle-aged drank in Silence os the Shore. When the
hardcover edition wss published in 1962, Gamer says in
hi autobiography. One Damn Thing Afrer Another!, “up
critic or book rewewer even mentioned It.” But by the time
the paperback came out in 1968 Ihe name Gordon Lightfoot
was somewhat better-known. In future editions Gamer
changed the “Gordon” to “George.”
Gamer sometimes has trouble remembering names-as.
for example, when the manager of a Diana Sweets restaurant changes his identity fmm Mr. Corbett 10 Mr. Crawford
between pages 95 and 196 of his 1975 novel, Death in Don
Mills (McGraw-Hill Ryerson). The book is meant, I think,
as a study in deductive method. It examines a police
detective’s investigation of a murder case, but this process
also tends to betray some of Gamer’s lapses. Consider the
conhadidions between pages 201 and 202 - the space Of
just two pages! -as Detective Inspector Walter McDmn~nt
questions a couple of shopping-centre punks:
“Where do you !ive, Clifford?” askd ,he insp+T. rhling down
i;deK”. He pom,ed IO ,he oppos~e %a,. wh,ch Sawanl Man“I asked you whue yw lived?” Ihe inspecmr wealed.
Dmkes looked c&r a, Drwmer, who nodded. H& answered.
“Tywenly-seven Tremrm, Crescent.” (Page 201 .I
t * *
“Put ,his in your nnebook.” McDumon,.said when ZoEar rewrned. He pull& DUE his book. “This young m&s name is Clifford
Drakes and he liver a, -wha’s Ihe numbcR”
TiFw-eieht Sowhill Vi&e.” Dnkessnid. fFXze202.)

A few ;ines later McDimont says. “All right! Clifford,
you can go now.” and the cheap little liar is diimlssed from
the investigation. Either McDumont knows something we
don’t know - and at this point I don’t think he does -or
else he’s one dumb cop. 0
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The collected writings of Michael Ondaatje are a,
composite portrait of the artist as a private ‘I’
by Mark Witten
AFTER THE FACI‘, fiction begins.
lMichae1 Ondaatje can’t conceal his contempt for facts.
Thr C~llrcted &‘orks of Billy the Kid is evidence enough of
the slighrly sinister delight he takes in toying with them. If
he were an archaeologist. Ondaatje would be more mkchievous sleulh than hatorian. Why hold facts sacred when
they can be more valuable as clues, beginnings to troth?
Ondaalje wrote his recent novel, Coming Through SloughM. working only from the barest skeleton of facts. These
come alive through images suggesting ot,her possibilides,
becoming artifacts that are the buildinfllocks of one man’s
legend and a contemporary mythology. “The facts start
suggesting things, almost breed,” Ondaatje says. “The
landscape of the book is a totally mental landscape. II really
was a landscape of names and rumoms. Somebody tells you
a rumour and that becomes a truth.”
Tracking down the gut experience of turn-of-the-century
Mack musician Buddy Bolden became an obsession for the
poet and novelist. He dug through arcliives. pored long
hours over photographs fmm the period, memoirs, tape digests of interviews. and jazz histories. He listened 10 early
jazz recordings. and even made a trip down to New Orleans,

coming thrdugh the hamlet of Slaughter, as Bolden did 70
years ago, to visit Ihe East Louisiana State Hospicsl in Jackson, about 50 miles north of Baton Rouge. “The only place
1 was really interested in going to was the mental hospital,”
Ondaatje recalls. There Bolden passed the final 24 years of
his life. The facts pertaining fo that life are hardly enoughIO
Rll a single-page summary. Yet the book took more than
five years 10 write.
Perhaps ir was the mystery of Bolden’s madness that first
engaged Ondaatje’s imagination. The idea took hold when
he came acmss Ihe cryptic news aper reference: “Buddy
Bolderi, who became a legend wR en he weor berserk in a
parade.” By his own admission, Coming Through Siaughter became a very personal boolt: “I wanted everything
about this person. I read that reference in the newspaper; I

“I’d always liked jazz, especially jazz from
that early period. If I could play the piano, I
wouldn’t want to write.”
June-July. 1977. Books in Canada 8

became obsessed with him while I was working on another
book. I realized that I was going to have to face this chamcter. He took over and 1 started writing about him instead and
left the other thing.”
The writer sees himself as a private eye investigating
something that matters. One of the rest altractions of the
project for Ondaatje was its open-en fiedne+s. “I knew very
little about Bolden. I’m really drawn to unfinished stories.
There’s all those empty spaces you can put stuff in.” Most
of the pieces of the puzzle were either missing or didn’t
quite fit. The sleuth figure is cleverly personified in Webb (a,
former companion of Bolden’s), an occasional protagonist
whom the reader must follow as he hacks down the flighty
cornetist after a mysterious. pmlonged disappearance. It is
an ironic search and discovery, because it results in the
permanent loss of Bolden, then only 3 1, to the madhouse.
Why write about a relatively obscure black jazzman
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“I can’t

tell you what I’m working on right
now. It’s a secret. I have an obsession about
secrecy when I’m working on something.”
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reviewers as did Jack Hodgins’collecdon of short stories. Spit Ddmztfs
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whose music lives on more by legend than by disc? Ondaatje fixed on a revolutionary moment.in the pioneering of
a new. m form. concentrating on the historical instant of
creation, still in flux. before it was recorded. “History is
not a dead thing,” Ondaatje says. “It’s slways alive.”
Many authors are reluctant 10 admit to identification with
a character. Ondaatje plays’ no such games. “You don’t
choose who you fall in love with,” he says. “I’d always
liked jazz. especial1 jazz from that .early period.” He
doesn t play a musicsly.mstrument but wishes he could: “If I
could play Le piano. I wouldn’t wanf m write.” The
identification with Bolden is nicely completed towards the
end of the book when the nnerarnr makes special nofe of a
curious fact: “When he [Bolden] went mad he was the same
age BE I am now. The photograph move and becomes a
mimx.”
This identification, although necessary and perhaps inevitable, is doomed to fmstralion. “You never know what
someone is thinking,” Ondaatje says. “It’s’really horrifying for me, the ending. You know Bolden’is completely
sane and refuses to talk to ea.” The artist flirts with madness as he explores the outer limits of Privacy. Ondaatje
hinls at this: ’ The whole book was really difficult for me 10
write. It was a veiy private book. The problems Bolden has
are the problems any artist has at some time. It’s almost Iike
a parable of the ZOth-centmy artist. Everybody at one point
.writes A Portroir o!rhe Art&. Their version of it.”
How do facts relate m form in Ondaatje’s fictional universe? For convenience we may call Coming Through
Slaughrer I! novel. Bul Ondaatje believes fiction can include
within its scope other genres and media. “1 feel about a
book like this thal you want m use everything, every kind of
art form. Music. photographs.. . . People don’t think in
terms of poetry or fiction. They think of evaything. The
way we think about someone else is in terms of everything
we know about them.”
Corning Through Slaughfer has been chosen by Boobx in
Canada. along with Ian McLachlan’s The Seventh Herogrmn, as the best first novel bya Canadian in 1976. But at
33, Ondaatje has already established himself as a leading
Canadian poet with four volumes of poetry: The Dainty
Monwers, The Man With Seven Toes, The Collected Works
of Billy the Kid, which won the 1970 Governor General’s
Award for Poetry, and Rot Jelly. He has also ventured into
film-making with The Sons of Captain Poetry. featuring
poet bp Nichol; Carry on Crime and Punishment. a short,
funny film aboul his singing d6gWallice; and The Clinton
Special. a lively, ‘IO-minure look at Theatre Passe Muraille’s
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Founded in 1959, the Readers’ Club is ow.ed and operated
by Canadians to serve the distinctive tieeds of thoughtful
Canadian readers. Now, with the help of. the Secretary of
State and the Canada Council, the Readers’ Club is able to
enroll additional members.
The Club offers you the carefullyehosen best of new and
important Canadian books. There is no membership fee and
no minbmun pwcbase requirement; you buy as fnv or as
many books through the Club as you please.
THE

Plan can stretch your book-buying
dollar by as mu’eh as twenty-five percent.
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books and writing.
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ler stories, letters, photos, memories, political stre les
md poems. A great poet and feminist relives one o $our
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‘production of’ The Farm Show on location in the barns,
farms, and kifcbens of a rural community near Clinton. Oat.
On viewing The Clinton S ecial. it’s o&ices that Ondaatje has had a lot of fun maI?mg movies. (“I always loved
movies,” he sa s. “It’s the main scuce of mythologies we
have.“) The firm IS an entertaining, sensitive look at the
members of a farm communiry.and a group of talented city
actors getting to know one another. One of the highlights is
a sequence showing the first performance of The Farm
Show before the Clinton people who were the models for the
characters in the play. The ac~ora were nervous. Perhaps
these ptople in the audience wouldn’t.be too pleased with
what they would see of themselves on stage. But of course
the audience loved it, laughing at each other, and immensely enjoying a form of theatre that provided instaet
recognition and amusement.
The Cl@ton Special was filmed in the spring and sammer
of 1973, and has been shown on OECA (the educational
television network in Ontario) several times. That was a
busy year for Ondaatje. Iliffy was pm&xed as a play at
Stratford. “Half the people hate it, half,the people Iike it,”
he says. Theawegoers ia London, Ont., were particularly
outraged by a production at the Grand Thea-. which
pleased Ondaatje io a pmerse sort of way: “I think they
lost about 5,000 subscribers. There were nasty letters saying things like. ‘Why is this maa allowed to exhibit this
sickness on stage?’ ” A couple of yeirs earlier he had been
fired from his teaching post at London’s University of
Western Ontario, just two days before his Governor
General’s award was annoupced. Why? “I didn’t waat to
do a Ph.D. and they wanted me to. It’s as simple as that.”
Why did the play provoke such strong reaction? “With a
book you ,mach the audience you want to reach,” Ondaatje
sa s. “In the*, sometimes you have the audience that
dJcsn’t know what to expect. If I’d written it originally as a
play, it would have hurt more. It’s like a mirror image,
something separate from the book. Each pmductioli is very
different. But the play continues to cause tmuble wherever
it goes. Recently, in a New York production of the play, the
actor playing Chisum went berserk during a dress rehearsal
aad tried to kill someone on stage.”
This year Ondaatje completed hi lint feature-length
screenplay, an adaptation of Robert Kroetsch’s Badlands.
“The reason I read it the first time is because somebody told
me there was a character named Web.” Ondaatje loved the
book, met Kroetsch, and joined him on several canoe trips
down the Red Deer Rivei while writing the script. “It was
great fun. I really enjoyed it. I’m hoping the film will happen next year.”
Ondaatje is now working on another book, but he isn’t
saying much more: “I can’t tell you what I’m working on
right now. It’s a secret. I have aa obsession about secrecy
while I’m working on something.” He confesses, however,
that the book is the same one he dropped for Bolden: “It’s
set in Canada. I?m working my way up thmugh the 20th
century:
Since leaving Western he has been teaching CanLit and
English at York University’s Glendon Colleie. “I try to
keep my teaching and my own writing separate. I don’t
think 1 could teach creative writing. I prefer to teach writers
1 really admire.” Since 1967 he has also been involved with
Coach House Press - editing, advising on manuscripts,
and. in the case of his own books, helping to design theq.
“They’ve designed every book I’ve done,” Onda$je says.
“We worked very closely together on design. That’s very
important to me. It’s almost the last stage of writing the
book.”
His private life stays private, however. His brother Cbriitopher, a stockbroker, is also publisher at Pagurian Ress,
but Michael has never been involved in the business.
“We’re close friends_, but ir! very separate worlds,” he
says. His wife Kim IS an artist and film-maker. but the
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Ondaatjes prefer to keep their working lies separate. He
has two children: Quintin, 1 I, and Griffin, 12. Wallace, the
singing dog. is the one member of the family Ondaatje likes
to talk about. Most weekends the family retreats to a farm
near Kingston where Ondaatje raises pigs.
His poblic reticence has been noted by many pea le. Ann
Wall, publisher at House of Anansi. says: “Michae Pdoesn’t
like to chat. It’s not really relevant to what he’s.doing.”
Perhaps like Bolden, Ondsatje needs m remen & anonymous as possible. Dennis Lee, who has worked closely with
him for several years, sees Bolden’s struggle-a pulling in
“In a way I’m 8 very displaced person. I really
envy roots. In some writers, the roofs become individuals.‘:
opposite directions towards public and private roles - mirrored in Ondaatje’s lie. .“He’s a very private man,” Lee
says. “He doesn’t want to get apped. Michbel’s response
has been to turn himself away Pfrom the public. It matters
enormously to Michael that he go on testing himself. The
possibility that things would become easy scared him. I
don’t think bad reviews bother him. Sometimes he’s delighted. He’s more .scared about the possible effect of a
whole lot of good mviews. He really bends over backwards
to celebrate other writers he likes who are invisible at the
moment.” (Lee is currently writing a book of criticism
entitled Salnge Fields, in which three of the nine chapters
are devoted m a discussion ofondaatje’s Eifly.)
Ondaatje was born in Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) in 1943.
and left when he was 11. He has never been back. He
finished his schooling in England. and came to Canada in
1962. Only then did he be in writing, and oidy in a few
poems such as “Letters & & thers Worlds” (a poem about
his father that appeared in.Rul Jelly) and “Light” (a poem
about his mother that appeared in T/zc Cqnadian Forum) is
there a return to the early experiences in Ceylon. “That’s a
totally diiferent world to what I’m living in,” Ondaatje
says. “In a way, I’m a very displaced person. I really envy
roots. ln some writers, the mats become individuals.” Billy
the Kid and Buddy Bolden are two such individuals, their
lies set in other places. For Ondaatje, though, the places
are in some sense irrelevant: “I got interested in the person.
I don’t care where the hell he’s fmm. Maybe I’ve colonized
them to Canada.”
Future directions ax far from mapped out. The mysterious Canada book is on the way, but it has been gestating
for a long time now. “Next year I have a sabbatical and I
may go to Ceylon,” he says. The possibilities are intriguing. Will an exploration of those deep roots bring.
another kind of expression to the surface? With a long trip
home on the agenda - or perhaps just a year away from
teaching with more time to write - the result should be
well worth waiting for. 0
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by John Hofsess
Ten Green Bottles, by Audrey
Thomas, Oberon Press. 177 pages,
$11.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88750 215 6)
and $4.95 paper (ISBN 0 88750
116 d,~
--.,.
Ladies and Escorts, by Audrey
Thomas, Oberon Press, 159 pages,
$11.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88750 219 9)
and $4.95 paper (ISBN 0 88750
220 2).
“IN SPITE OF its space. Canada is r! vety
constricting culture,” Audrey Thomas
has said (The Capilano Rrviee. ’
Spring, 1975). “It’s li%e being in a’
large room with no windows.” There
are those who do not feel the pinch.
Who do not notice the aridity. Who do
not sense that anything is wmng. To
them. presumably, Audrey Thomas’
fiction will seem . . . vulgar. Melodramatic. Bloody. An underground
voice they’d rather not hear.
At each biological stage of one’s life
certain writers seem more important and appropriate - than others. In the
springtime of mental infirmity, there’s -Erica Jong or Henry Miller; in the
winter of cantankerous dotage. there’s
Malcolm Muggeridge. And in between, wheneverone’s circumstances in
life permit a lucid interval, there are
8ood. serious writers - of which
Audrey Thomas is one - who address
us in our prime: middle age being the
only time, for most human beings,
where there is any chance of integration
between intelligence and sex.
Thomas’s acute sensibility to the
limits of Canadian life - or, more
precisely. to people whose personalities tue formed bv living in
Cmah, for she often &ites &out
Canadians abroad, dragging their tight-,,
ass psychic burdens around with them
- may be owing to the fact that she‘
is an “islander,” with a home at the
northern tip of G&no, and islanders
commonlyget “bushed” -a feeling,
frequently mentioned in British Calumbia fiction. of being “walled-in.”
During the past IO years., Thomas has
spent almost as much time away. in
Greece and Africa (and currently
India). as she has in Canada, and her
fiction is enriched by a complex
double-vision. of .multiple moral systems. so that if she knows the value of
something Canadian she also knows.its
cost. She is one of very few subversive
witas this country has produced.

I

For Thomas, there is no sharp division between her work and her life;
indeed, she would find such a
dichotomy psychologically suspect, if
not logically. nbsurd. Her work is the
result of how she has lived, and in turn,
it directs us back to living, not to some
literary lotus-land. Her imagination is
used not so much to invent characters as
to examine the lives - and moral
character - of everyone she has
known.
The twin volumes of stories here
published read more like an expanded
novel than the usual collections of
unrelated short pieces. Though Teti
Green Botfles was published in 1967
(in the U.S., and out of print for most
years since) and Ladies and Ercons is a
new collection, characters that appear,
sometimes peripherally, id one tale
reappear years later in others, and most
of the stories are thematically related in.
that they deal with the psychic underworld of people who are bedevilled by
their own savage repressions.
In “lnitmm,” for example, written
-

.

at a time when Tliomas’s own marriage
was breaking up, she describes a visit
between one woman writer (obviously
herself) and another (who it is easy to
spot BP Alice Munro). “Her stories . . .
were about life on the prairies-about
farms and poverty (both spiritual and
material) and.veryoften, ayounggirl’s
struggle against those things.” But
when she arrives in Southern Ontario to
visit her friend and, she hopes, to find
the conversation and human contact she
needs, t6 explain that she had decided
to leave her husband and go on to the
next stretch of mad alone, she finds that
“Lydia’s” marriage has alsd ended,
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(only in her case it’s the husband who is
leaving) and she is caught again “in the.
terrible gap between men. and
women.” After a long evening of
poison-darted conversation between
Lydii and her husband, and a younger
couple, Thomas writes:

In “A Monday Dream at Alameda
Park,” Thomas writes about a Canadian couple vacationing in Mexico:
For Wemy years he had been a lusher at firs1 young and eager ad wilh ideas as
IluNy and tenwlive Y t h e h a t OD a
new-born chick. Swdem. graduaestudent. lecturer. assistan1 professor md so
LID. Hi mind loughening. reacbiigout. tie
hq chosen Ule hleraphysicatr because of
theu inlelliince and a.cr-ob&s. He loved
teachiig fhem-it still, afwrtwsn9 yeM,
amwed himtharnnyoneshmdd ayhimfw
wh-&elikeddofngbcn.Butw Rerehadhis
body been during all ahal lime?

His second wife is many years
ounger than himself: “She was the
E rat woman who had ever caressed his
nipples: he lo@ it. And she lied him
---z.tEof thedysentery stams on h1u0
.
Onenigbtthey meetsomepeoplein a
bar and are invited to a party. His wit%
leaves early, but the professor stays,
gets stoned, and ends up in bed with a
young. bisexual couple. He returns to
his hotel in a state of woozy terror
A mind far adrift from its Canadian
moorings. At 50. his life is coming
apart. The safety and placidity of
“control” are gone, perhaps forever,
from his career, his marriage, and the
unused portion of life still left to him.
Much of Thomas’s fiction doesn’t
end-in theusual sense-becausehit
characters are still aliie and stumbling
around. Ii@& her stories taper off,
tentatively, ambiguously, ready to roll
with the next wave of pleasure or pain.
Audrey Thomas writes with an eye that
sees life steadily and seeP it whole.
Those with predominantly “rationalistic” minds may loathe her incantations
to vitaliiy, but i&e long run she is one
of those writers that will prevail- over
this pale culture. She can be out of
fashion;butshecanneverbedenied. Cl

Venus in Furs, by Leopold van

Socher-Masoch. translated from the
German by John Glassco, Blackfish
press. illustrated. $9.95 cloth and
$4.95 paper.
By cKims SCOTT
LEOPOLD

Sacher-Masoch

“0”

(1836-1895). the Austrian nobleman

and author, among other things, of Das

Vwntmttnis fiins (The Heritage of

Cain). is today remembered forrnsitally. his name reified in
Kmfft-Ebing’s PsychoFathia Seruols
as the originator of literary masochism.
Whips. furs, and uranism (Venus worship) form the subject of tti book,
which has practically no redeeming
literary value, a fact readily admitted in
John Glassco’s introduction. Having
praised it for “the greaten professional
compelence.” he allows: “Its faults.
on the other hand, are glaring: an
over-contrived plot, inflated sentiment

and epithet, the hollow, disguised and
devious character ‘of much of the
dialogue, and a general air of being
little more than a kind of susrained
emtic reverie. sickly and insincere; the
fetishism for furs - even for the very
word? Pd. P&jacks, Dunkeipelz is intolerably tedious.” Nevertheless.
we are told that Venus in Furs is
“incontestably” van Sacher-Masoch’s
“masterpiece.” Some master, some
piece.
The plot, such as it is, comprises
the iournal of Severin Kusiemski. a
G&an aristocrat. Entitled “C&Ifessions of a Supersensual Man”
(Ubsrsittnlicher). they. describe his
stay in a “little Carpalhian resort,”
where he falls. in love with a stone
Venus. Severin spends his nights and
passion draped over the statue’s
pedestal. until his nocturnal amours are
observed by Wauda van Dunaiev -the
Venus in furs of the title. She is
tyrannical, “young, rich and beautiful,” and lives “serenely for plehsure
and enjoyment.” No ballid virgin (ha
husband is dead), she speaks with her
eyes, usually in a tremulous voice while
the pelt-stricke@.verin falls at her feet
and she we+s_a magic snare around
him. When her eyes catch fire, as they
often do. she rushes out bud the rain.
Severin tells her that “Mount Olympus
would be Ihe place for you, madam,”
and in a moment of daring confesses to

a s~pmewhat nasty pubertal encounter:
One day my parcnu bad driven to the
cqpilal oftbe district. My aunt deramined
m pmfiI by their abseiux and execute
‘udgment on me. She entered suddenly in
1, er fur-lined Rmsivr jacket. frJlowed by
lbe cook. the kitchenmaid and the cat of P .
chambermaid whom I bad scomtd. Withoutany qucalkms or parley they seized and
strip@ me. bound me band and foot in
spire of my violent rcsistancc. and
sum. with an cvll smile. tolled
Jeevc a”d bw wbi@@ my nak
with a stout switch. .

’

So much for Glassco van
Sacher-Masoch’s supersensual prose.
If the cast and uElion are familiar, the
flagellatory motif is of course the
dominant theme of Glassco’s Harriet
Marwod. Gowttess (General Publishing, 1976). coyly referred to in a
footnote to the introduction under its
original title, The English Govmtess
(Olympia Press,, Paris, 1960). by the
pseudonymous Miles Underwood.
“Ah, this will end badlJ, my
friend,” Wanda tells Severin, who in
no time at all is subjugated 10 the lash of
her whips. Several furry spankings
later, the pair depart for Vienna, she in
*‘a kind of Amazonian travelling costume of black cloth-the skirt cut like
a riding habit, the short jacket edged
with sable,” ahd Severin, rechristened
Gregor, in a Lird-class~ompartment as
keeper of fhe venereal furs. Thence m
Floretxe. where .Severin attempts to
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drown himself in the Amo and is
whipped by a Greek (“He is a man who
is like a woman: he knows how beautiful he is. . . .” ). And so. under the lash
of Apollo, Wanda’s prophecy is
fulfilled. The thing does indeed end
badly. on asub-Nietzschean moral with
Severin declaring: “At present. we
men have only the choice of being
either hammer or anvil.” Mothballs to
that!

My copy of Venus in Furs was
printed on Bymnic Text India paper,
uncut with ragged edges, between
khaki covers. It was perfect-bound, and
tbe adhesive had spilled over the backs
of the signatures to form a curious
white blob at the top of the spine. The
original illustrations by Franz Buchholz were quite hideous. De gwibrrs
non est dispurandwnl. 0

much of the delight the poet has to
offer. When Rosenblatt’s really cooking, he can charm the bird otrt of the
tree and down onto the page. He can
descend into a maelstrom of best@,
kid’s book? passion play, and workshop in somcs, and come up smelling of,
poetic roses.
In rllc gnenlialrr
I’M sm+r down arpregnoncles; dny
zepPc~;fs-$s: rewrd

443 orgerm-brrl
/oonpmwrs. . . .

Top Soil. by Joe Rosenblalt, Press
Vorcepic, 272 pages, $15.95 cloth
GSBN.0 88878 125 3) and f7.95paper
USBN 0 88878 126 I).
By GARY MICHAEL DAULT
rnts rs A collection, almost 300 pages
long. of three of Joe Rosenblatt’s
out-of-print books - Bumblebee
Dirhwawb. Blind Photographer, and
Dream Crorers -with additional bits
and pieces (Afore of rhr hmnc) and a
good hefty selection of his witty.
congested, eminently explorable drawings.
At $7.95 for the paperback and
$15.95 for the clothbound edition, Top
Soil is obviously not for Rosenblatt
first-timers. Nothing you’d pick up as
an experiment. Topsoil is aRosenblatt
celebration. For fans.
Of which I am one. Mainly because
of the intense pleasure I have always
felt upon entering the Green World
Rosenblatt has constructed over the last
decade for the performance of his
slightly scattered but always absorbing
mythopoeic three-ring circus.
Thii Rosenblattian Green World is a
cosmos adjacent to ours, conceived,
quickened. and shaped in the forge of
the poet:s extraordinary animal
imagination. It is a morally and aesihetically ruminative zoo where all sorts of
unlikely things lumber and twitter and
flit off into a night of previously
unexplored psychlorama and come
back (onto the page) with the goods
aboit the human condition. Usually
presented in a spotlight of metaphor.
Example (from “The Muse in MidWinter”):

For Rosenblatt, metaphor (to shift
the metaphor) is a kind of gateway of
transformation, a wicket of admission
within the poem by which the reader is
ushered into Rosenblatt’s Green World
of febrile possibility. There is always
payment exacted for this admitting. A
sort of mll. And that is the wrestling
you have to do with ingenious but
sometimes ham-fisted marshailing of
metaphorical language and ideas.
;;:d it works it works very well

Balloon flowers are, of course, Calceolaria. Rosenblntt later refers to them
as “air brothels.” As “alien glands.”
Les Fleurs du Mal. Sometimes the
forcing of the metaphor is hard and
aggressive. The poet sets up a direct
transformer, an act of poetic will, that
refuses, right there in front of you, to
function. “Sky is pigment” is one
example. Or:
The,inSers qfrvening ansmdms
in rbc b@nimfirepbxe Norfer.
where aa old IIWIIOI wocbc,ssmr,
qdvering like orpbons in the &rb.

..

There are times when Rqsenblatt’s
extend&l metaphors take on a sort of
gothic angulsrny and become savage
with sudden juxtapositions. with conceits worthy of Donne, with the impmper horror of Fuseli, with the askew but
myal paranoiac address of Solvadore
Dali:

Bees mv truck

drivers o/rhc sky
Who bnrrow info dbwrs of owem
ro@cfcddlerefn Mdover 6 Ided..

..

Would it not be monstrous here, given
Rosenblatt’s poise and originality. to
recoil in Wildean alann at his proximity
. m bathos? It% that very kind of danger
that, safely averted, is the source of

cmndbokd the venedmr blinds down
like a guillod~u.
Parts Mhls @ids/.4 cm diej%m

rllrwcp them vp soon.

ForRosenblatt, a poem appears to be
the record of an imaginative event. In
that event’s retelling, he eschews the
simile -because of its structuring of
the world into the statistics of weighted
equivalences. For Rosenblstt. the
world teems with the Brownian motion
of constant and meaningful metamorphosis. Best presented by the poet’s ark
of alternative voices each declaring to
the reader that things have than ed and
that the reader is being admitt J to that
change - now metaphorically recreated for him within the poet’s lines:

A word about Rosenblatr’s drawings
(many of which appear as tiny.dtop-in
guanro of graphic energy in these
pages): the best of them are inked
thickets depicting, like poems, a moment in the history of mental change.
The continuing use of the creature
helps m suggest that such changes of
mind happen at a gamier level than is
reachable by language alone

’

(Rosenblatt’s metaphorical extravag
ante and impropriety being perhaps the
only way to try). See, for example, the
poet’s remarkable series of bathtub
dmrvings for Blind Pht~Srapher in
which the bathtub grows reptilian legs,
hosts little undefined animal spectators
on its rim, and begins to look like a
swampy theatre in which primitive rites
(see “The Boy Friend”) are carried on
(“The Bath Tub Piano” is the best,
most easily detachable Rosenblattian
visual equivalent I can find to his use of
metaphorical energy in the poems).
Rosenblatt’s drawings are very much
like the poems in theirtranseendence of
mere expressiveness by the switching
on within each one (as you move your
eyes over it) of the machinery of
change. The drawings are a shorthand
for the poems. a kind of blocky, spatial,
handwriting. 0
Editor’s note: As we wets going to
press, it was announced that Top Soil
had won the Governor General’s
Award for Poetxy for 1976.

Her Majesty’s Mice. by Norman
Ward. McClelland & Stewart, 159
pagrs. 58.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710
SSZ‘l8).

By DGNALD JACK
THE taoox bwxz of Norman Ward’s

ERICH BEGAL

latest collection of short pieces, Her
rUuj+s Mice. describes the author as
the funniest Canadian since Stephen
Leacock. Actually I thought that honour belonged to Joe Clark. However,
Mr. Ward is undoubtedly high up
among those who persist in writing
comedy when there are openings available in more rewarding pmfessions,
like being a security guard at a sewage
treatment plant.
Mr. Ward is high up in another
sense, for his perspective is from the
upper stories of the Establishment. He
writes about university regents, governors-general, classical music Iovers
and similar toffs, rather than the non-U
types that Leacock, for instance,
teased: though Mr. Wani can make a
quick enough U-turn when nobody’s
looking. Searching his thesaurus for a
suitable epithet for a credit-card cxecufive. he writes: “You can imagine my
chagrin when I discovered that all the
really dirty words are reserved for
women., which shows you who makes
up dictionaries.”
June-July. 1977. Books in Canada 17
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It’s u civilized book. and I particularly enjoyed the section on’ Coyote
College. xvhich begins: “It is u4l
known among race-track touts. spivs
and professors that an institution of
higher learning can stagger along almost indefinitely under the most feckless leadership.” And he plays some
good tricks on the language: “‘Leaving
city’, the o!vncr of one item vxote.
clearly anxious to allay any apprchen-,
sions thnt he planned to take it with
him.”
Admirable. The book also reinforces
a thought that first occurred to me a
good many years ago, when I WY
udapting a Canadian novel for tclevision. The descriptive passages in that
novel \verc brilliant and heartfelt. But
as soon as the author returned to his
characters. the poetry and cnthusissm
died dolvn. So many Canadian writers
seem to rcgntd their characters without
passionate eoncem. and this apathy is a .
rctlection of a real-life element of the
national character.
Even if romanticism tvcte to come
back. it is hard to imagine a Canadian
v:riting a romantic symphony. In
Conadlw art. it is the landscape tbat is
loved rather than the figure in it. Look
around at your Canadian paintings.
F;?many of them contam any figures
Similarly, in Her ~lajcsty’s ~Hfce,
people. in all their singularity and
absurdity. arc drawn only faintly when
they arcdrarvn at all. Ofthe pieces in
the book. barely a dozen am concerned
v:ith people. The rest arc about animals, prayers and politics. the lanpuagc. rules and organization. putting
out the garbage. and making speeches.
There is agood example of what I mean
in one of the essays. “A Weighted
Average.” It is about elevators.
particularly the one in Mr. Ward’s
office building in Saskatoon. Elevators
can be a splendid setting for comedy,
und the author speculates entertainingly
on ho\v its maximum-load figure might
have been arrived at, but there is no
feeling of people in the elevator. And
after all. that’s what elevators arc

about. And what the most satisfying
comedy is about.
Still, when theauthordocs turn to his
churchmen, scholars, and Mr. and
Mrs. Michell, the result is fine. The
Mb&ells (who have a maid, naturally),
arc used to rccciving boxes of tea from
Aunt Milliccnt in India. They prcparc a
,

Return to Canada: Selected

Poems, by Patrick Anderson, McClelland&Stewart, llOpages,S4.95paper

(ISBN 0 7710 0705 I).
The Poems qf Irving Layton,
edited by Eli Mandel. McClelland &
Stewart, 63 pages, $1.95 paper (ISBN
0 7710 9516 3).
By A. J.M. SMITH
IT IS A special

pleasure to be able to hail
what amounts m a second coming of
Patrick Anderson. He has been away
too long, and though his poems cannot
now stand out in Canada with the bright
distinction they did in the middle 1940s
and early 1950s in the pages of
Preview, they contribute something
original and still fresh to the poetic
explosion of the 1970s. It is hard to
believe that it is as long ago as 35 years
that I w/ate a letter to the editorof The
Canodron Forum praising him for publishing Patrick Anderson’s “Poem on
Canada,” a long politico-historical
poem in six parts, and prophesying that
the young author would become an
important and influential Canadian
poet. I am sure that he would have, had
he not. in Spite of taking out Canadian
citizenship. returned to England in the
early 1950s. He took up literary journalism back in London, did a bout of
schoolmastering as he had done in
Montreal, and then went for acouple of
years to lccturc at the University df

pot from tbe latest consignment, discovering just in time that the box
contains her ashes: The ending.4n its
gentle restraint, is exactly right: “Mrs.
Michell lvas silent for a long moment,
and then looked briskly into the large,
teapot. ‘She’ll dry out nicely,’ she said
in a low voice.” Cl
,

Singapore. He began to write books of
autobiography and travel, keenly observant, witty. and charming. that no
doubt kept him bcttcr off than sticking
to poetry would have, either in Europe
or Canada. It is good, however, to have
him back to his old Iwe and to know too
that he would like to come back to
Canada to live.
Indeed, I think it is his Canadian
poems - his old Canadian poems that arc the best things in thii collection. The section headed “Notes from
an Old Montrcal Wartime,” consisting
mostly of pieces that appeared in
Preview when the other contributors
included Frank Scott, P. K. Page, and
A. M; Klein (but never, alas, myself),
arc, along with “Poem on Canada,”
the high-water mark of the book. These
Montreal poems are introduced imnitally by thehmark of a historical critic
that “the cold intellectual brilliance of
their intellectual gymnastics and verbal
legerdemain dazzle, awe, and exasperate.” I don’t know how long it has been
considered right to think anything intellectual cold and therefore unpoetic, but
that is certainly the common opinion.
The Preview poetry did not awe or
exasperate me (though much of First
Statement did) for some of Anderson’s
most characteristic poems have stayed
alive all these years in The Book of
Canadinn Poetry and The O&d Book
of Canadian Verse - “Desert.” for
example. “Mother’s Boy,” “Camp,”
“Winter in Montreal,” and a long

Hrant Alionak, Carol Bolt. Thomas Cone, Michael Cook,
Lark Fineberg. Ken Goss. Tom Hendns, Betty Lumbert.
John Pubner. Sharon Pollock, tltyn W&e. George Woodcbck
0 WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGLIE - 8 YORK STREBT, TORONTO MSJ 1RZ
WR%G%%T5
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section of “Poem on Canada.” Bol
Anderson is too good IO have to depend
on anthologies. This very generous
book should fmd a warm welcome fmm
311 Caondian poetry lovers - and
poets.
If Patrick Anderson’s poems have
been more or less unavailable for so
long that they can almost be thought of
as new. bving Layton’s have never
been anywhere but in the forefront of
attention-deservedly. I hasten to add.
Since 1943 he has contmued topourout
poetry ‘“like water From a broken
pump.” Eli Msndel says somewhere he
wrote to him. At least a book a yearaodsome years two, maybe three-for
30 years. His Co/fecredPoemsof 197 1,
his latest editor tells us, “consists of
589 pages and core than six hundred
poems.” It is prohibitively bulky and
weighty. and prohibitively expensive.
But there is no pleasing some peop!e,
sod I can’t help feeling that Mandel has
gone too far. and that this book is too
little. The introduction is neat. true,
sod sensible. but it is too short to be
really useful. and while the choice of
poems is fair enough it could have given
a wider and more varied idea of the
excellence of Layton’s contribution.
You will loo2 in vain for “The Bull

Calf.” or “The Red Fox.” while the
wonderful poem on ao elephant in

India. which Layton contributed to

the economic and cultural impediments
- both alien and domestic - to the
development of a national cinema in
Canada must have been wdnderfully
effective broadcasts. Tlie programs feawed sound-tracks from the movies
under discussion, the actual voices of
the author’s principal sources. and the
voice of ihe author himself, shaping hii
material in10 an expression of pusonal
concem for the condition of Canadian
films. But all these are missing fmm the
book, and what’s left is revealed as a
rather naked, sketchy argument.
The key problem is that Mr. Harcourt hasn’t decided what myrhology is
or whether it’s good or bad, whether it
is a dramatic expression of a people’s
collective experience or a pack of lies in
the service of special.interests, He
does, however, think that Canada
should have a mythology of its own:
At times he hints that we already
have one. The bulk of his evidence,
though. isthe great documentary work
Canadmns have done-which is to say
he conveniently ignores for the moment
the fact that mythology is essentially
national orpemonalfiction. And, ofthe
few fictional films he musters as evidence of a developing Caoadiao tinematic mythology, he says one of their
primary concerns is “the failure of our
society lo provide meaningful roles for.
us. Hence the mcurrenceof films about ._

Columbo’s anthology How Do I Love
Thee is not here either. Only one more
lament and I’ll quit bitching. Instead of
the marvellous “The Day Aviva Came
to Paris” we have IO put up with the
very inferior bit of literary namedropping “Seduction Of and By a
Civilized Frenchwoman.” Bul at least
we have been spared most of Layton’s
horrors. and if we don,? have all hii
great poems (how could \\ie?) we have
many. Let us be gratefill to poet and
editor too. q
r
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Movies and Mythologies: Towards
B National Cinema,, by Peter Harcourt, CBC. Publications, I71 pages,
$3.95 paper(ISBN0 88794080 3).

By PHIL S U R G U Y
THIS WAS originally a series of eight

programs Mr. Harcourt delivered on
CRC-Radio in the fall of 1975. The t%t
presented here indicates that his survey
of the early days of the movies, discus‘sion of the national cinemas of several
foreign countries, and examination of

If=1 ma wizh
the spaces, the mountains, the atmosphere
of British Columbia, and directly rejecting
upon this love of country rests my
expressive work.”
Johri Vanderpant’s photographs are a
statement of his own quiet and intense
vision and reflect his efforts to express the
‘spirit of his own environment.
“Canada . . . has made ma.

Living and working in Vancouver from 1919
to 1939, he synthesized and expressed his
creative vision in his photographic work:
abstracted images of grain elevators and
intimate stud% of plants and vegetables
explore the tenderness and beauty of texture
and the design possibilities of form and shadow.
I
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$5.95 from your bookseller or fmm Publications sales,
National Museums OF Canada, Ottawa KIA OMS.

Our story keeps on growing
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adolescence. about drop-ours or criminals, or simply about wild and energetic characters like Pearson’s Paperback Hero or Carter’s Rowdyman characters who end up.acting destrucp;$ because lhere IS nothing else

SQUADRONS AND AIRCRAFT
. RCz4F . . ‘=-.

by.% Rosrenrrk & .I. Gri@n
9% X LX!% 460 phot0gmpb.s. 519.95
“This will be one of the highest dcmnnd
fom books of the decade.”
--AbFmceW. 1 N,

RE.4D

Second edidon 01

NUP: Sock4 Democracy In Canada
Wnon’s best selling book on No
Amaim’s o n l y Sockd Democrmic 92
bmught up to dale rvilh over one-d
8ddidoml maerials and phmogmphr.
S5.9Spapa.S12.95cl

,1
Hdwever the hard fact ls a majority
of Canedhas feel they do h a v e
meaningful roles - mainly as
American-style consumers. It’s Ihe
film-makers (and Canadian artists in
general) who feel they have nothing to
do. And Mr. Hercourt’s failure IO
explore the implicadons of this terrible
contmdiction is the cen~al failure of his
book. For, if a huge number of Canadian e~~lsts experience Canadian society, the sociely of their felloiv Canadians, ss stifling sad oRen murderous.,
how ez they ever going m pmvide It
with s unifying mythology? Mr. Harcourt and most of the film-makers he
cites here seem content simply to bitch
about Ihe way our people’s imagination
has been cplonized ss thoroughly es our
efonomy. There is no sign here that he
ot they csn yet tell the difference
between en essay and e story, or thst
they have vuly begun 10 imagine a
cinema the whole nadon can call its
own, a cinema that ls a genuine altemative m the foreign mythologies that now
dominate us. 0
,
,

R e p o r t OII t h e D e a t h o f
Rosenkavalier, by Jan Drabek,
McClelland .& Slewart, 224 pages.
$8.95 cloth (ISBN 0 7710 2880 6).
By SHARON MARCUS

SEPTEMBER 22,1977
The Collenary of Treaty Seven and
public&w dat~leofChiefJohnSnow’s
book about the Smnsy Indians of
Soutiem Albena in the pa1 1 0 0
year% Wxch for. . .

THESE MOUNTAINS ARE ’
OUR SACRED PLACES

VMI us al CBA - 600th 41
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THIS ~~CISENKAVALEP is not the ambiguous l&h-century Viennese emissury of love, popularized by Hugo von
Hofmannsthal and Richard Strauss, but
a vicious 20th~century Czech civil servent end assassin. In my lingering
expectation of other more mmantic
associations-the ironic familiarity of
that other Rosenkavalier persisted - I
began to speculate that he ls also the
narrator, Ton Klima.
Three deaths, in feet, sre sported
here in some detail, against e bsckground of countless others. Ton’s death
comes &s the consequence of an emotional ‘&d polhicalr unceitiinty, the
rejection of both the seductive but
imprisoned mistress, the homeland
Czechoslovakia, and the naive. bui
compelling bride, the adopted home
Canada. Ton alternately offers and

.--...... _ _.~_~.__---.-.. -

withdraws his allegiance or opposition
to a system, en ides. Ultimately. he
offers himself, a half-crazy sacrifice.
end finds hi equilibrium somewhat
restored in an act ofpoliticel asssssinadon. He becomes the essessin’s essessin.
In a sense:Ton’s uncle the Colonel,
whose murder Ton viadkates. ls anaher Rosenkavalier, e model bf individual heroism; control and dedication.
His ghost haunh the migmlned landscape of Ton’s suffering during the
years in North American comfort and

inertia, continually confroming the
quality of one ilhtsidn with another
older one: family, country, and duly.
This novel, somewhat like
Koestler’s Darkness at Ihn. unfolds
in a continuing interrogation -rather
pleasant interviews actually - in
which Ton sad e benign Soviet official,
Zolotenko, examine the narrator’s motives by reconstructing hi passions, his
ideas, his allitudes. Zolotenko, a Russian expert highly placed lo the Cz&h
Ministry of the Interior, but mellowed
by e tour of duly la Canada during the
Gouzenko period. offers an incressingly sympathetic audience as Ton
unravels his life, gaping clumsily
thmugh different periods in time,
explaining why it all came man abrupt
end in an act of political murder. A
detailed record of these sessions. cornpiled in secret by Ton and spirited from
the jail by an attach6 of the Canadian
embassy in Prague. plus s few letters
exchanged by Canadian External Affairs officials, give Ihe novel its form n nice, tight structun?.
Around this frame the details of
Ton’s life are hung. Thk most ccuwincing fictionally and emotionally nre the
early days, Czechoslovakia before and
after Hitler. Then exile and espionage
in Vienna during the late 1940s. These
events, which seem to come from deep
within Jan Drabek’s childhood, ere
handled with much more passion and
narrative skill than the laker Americsn
and Canadian episode& which are diminished by social and political
rhetoric. Mr. Drabek finds North
Americans so politically naive - we
haven’t lived through German and Russian occupation-that he feels obliged
m lay out information end opinion m
prepareus for certain teachings, such as
a quasi-exoneration of American intervention in Vietnam.
Now although I find some of Jan
Drabek’s political attitudes rather
bizam. I clearly hear where he is
coming from. And he does accumulate
enough passion, enough conviction, a

.

srmng enough sense of caring deeply,
m make his novel rise above differences
of opinion. (l wonder if Mr. Drabek
would find this naive.).II is also this
strong expression of personal urgency
lhat overc~3mes limitadons in s t y l e
I

.

-.--

(“hungry as hell, ” “a hell of a figure,”
and “what the hell is thal supposed to
mean?” all whhin the first dozen
pages), and weaknesses in chsmcterization. Ton discusses his attachment lo
the women in his life at great length,
but thev remain undelineated sexual~
politicai mysteries.
Perhaps. Ton. your mal attachment
is to ae ideal homeland, a female to be
loved and orotected. or loved and
betrayed. Slit fhen, of course, there is
always the chance that she might betray
you. Rosenkavolier. Did you really
expect to find truth and j&ce in sex
and polhics and government? 0

The Q&t Plug Thief, by Marc
Plourde. New Delta Psrss, 97 pages,
$2.95paper(ISBNO919162479).
Danca Me Outside, by W. P. Kinsella. Oberon press, I58 pages, $11.95
cloth (ISBN 0 88750 223 7) and $4.95
paper (ISBN 0 88750 2245).
Getting Here, edited by Rudy
Wiebe. Newest press (13024 - 109
Ave., Edmonton, AIra), II9 pages,
32.95 paper (ISBN 0 920316 00 x).
wttm suffers from a case of
chronic inertia. His father has died “at
just sixty” - burnt out, despite an
early retirement spent mostly in snoozing - and, if anything, Francis seems
even less energetic. By the time he quit
university he had “decided that no
matter what he did with his life he
would fail at it.” He gets a job in a
bookstore. and the owner discovers that
Francis is scarcely capable of answering fhe phone. On a hip to the West
Coast he lacks the power m break a
conversation with two bus-terminal
philosophers. Finally, he even fails at,
suicide.
Francis is a principal character (I can
hardly call him a hero) in three of these
10 sfories by Marc Plourde. though his
doomed spirit lurks through most of
tiem. As a group they tend tb focus
more on character than plot, and, more
often than not. they lead toward breakdown. Usually they deal either with
social mlsfik - a biker (in “General
Dahl”), a beggar (“The Flies in the
Glass”). a reformed junkie (“The
Windmill”) - or with the gulf between friends .(“Freddy’s Sister”),
lovers (“Francis Wiper’s Ailment”).
and spouses and relatives (“The Bee-

keeper and Hi Wife”). Frequently
with both.
In “The Bookworm,” ir instance,
a brother and sister share little in common beyond their Swiss-German accent. In “Freddy’s Sister,” the narrator
remarks of his friendship wi Fred that
“we did not really like each !!lher . . . or
understand.” In “Tony 8. in the Black
Cat.” a sometime pimp, brawlef, and
thii has no inkling of the hypocrisy he
faces - except that he’s noticed how
people avoid look!pg at each other in
the subway. Unwatingly, he’s diicovered the sad corollary to Plourde’s
stories: that even when others observe
such incidenk - which occasionally
The o&aSk in V?.P. Kinsellli’s
sto&s are a band of Indians on a
reserve near Hobbema, Alta. These are
modern Igdians, to whom white finance
men are “like the cavalry must have
been to theold time Indian.” In order to
defend themselves against invading
feds, they regularly tear up the culvert
on Ihe mad into their settlement.
They’re unrepentant whores, drunks,
moonshiners, and sneaks, full of the
wily humour that seems to have become
the vogue (in books such as W.O.
Mitchell’s The Vanishing Poinr) when
characterizing Indians these days.
The I7 related stories all are narrated
by Silas Ermineskin, an l8-year-old
technical student whose English inshu$or has supposedly corrected the

spelling and inserted commas wherever _
theyYe needed. Several are comic set
pieces, as when (in “Ups and Downs”)
Silas wins a trip m Las Vegas. Others
range ftom oulright slapstick - at
times hilarious - to, sometimes,
deadly violence.
Kinsella, a melance writer and journalist, renders the stories in the sort of
blackface (“Me and Frank is sit on the
corner watch the guys play cards”) that
pushed William Henry Drummond’s
hobitmt imitations so&what out of
favour. (In fact, if his subject had been
illiterate American blacks or dialectspouting Jews, I’m sure there would be
protests.) What saves him, I think, is
that his sympathies lie wholly with the
Indians, whose pimtical activities he
portrays as if they’d been p&formed by
merry old Robin Hood.
Getring Here is a cheaply produced
(a few typos, low-quality paper) collection of stories by seven Alberta women.
They’re not well known as short-story
writers, though Candas Jane Dorsey
- has published three books of poetry and
Myrna Kostash is an established
magazine writer. Their stories vary in.
quality, though at least one - “Ever- 1
lasting Life” by Caterina Edwards- is
good enough for any collection. The
encouraging thing, m my mind, is that a
group of untried writers has been given
the chance’ to get some stuff in a
book. 0
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by David C. Davies
IN 1966, ONE year after joining the
FLQ. Pierre VaIlEms WBS arrested
outside the United Nations building,
held for four months in the Manhattan
Rouse of Detention; and then deported
to Canada. During the next three-year
period he languished in the holding
cells at the Quebec police headquarters
while undergoing a series of highly
publicized trials on, serious charges,
including murder, all of ivhich culminated in acquittals or sppeal victories
on the main charges.
While in custody he wmte his first
book. White Niggers of America,
which established his reputation 89 one.
of the leading social thinkers in Quebec
and. more notoriously, as the leading
FLQ theorist. He wa finally released
on bail in May. 1970, but was one of
the first of the approximately SO0
prominent QuCb6cois arr&ed when the
\Yar Measures Act was imposed .on
Oct. 16. 1970. He was one of the two
people interned for an extended period
of time and, after being acquitted on
various charges under the War Measores Act, hewasreleasedinJune. 1971.
In 1971 his second book Cirwsd
appeared. in whicll he debated the
choice between the FLQ and the Parti
QdbCcois and publicly justified opting
for democratic over revolutionary politics. The Parti Qu6b6coii., he argued,
presented a real democratx possibility
of attaining radical change. For the
FLQ to continue its terrorist activities
because iiwould give the authorities an
opportunity to use massive repression
to smash the Parti Qu6b6cois. the
unions. and the citizens’ groups:

Since that evaluation Vallikes has
changed his mind in a fundamental
way. Much of The Assassinatiott of
Pierre Laporte is dedicated to a con;
stantly repea,ted argupent that the October Crisis was a carefully planned and
stage-managed scenario, created in advance by the federal authorities, the
22 Books In Canada. June-July. 1077

armed forces, and the police and aimed
at the destruction, not of the FLQ, but
of the Parti QGbbbcois. Far frqm being
taken by surprise, Valliizes claims, the
federal government actually initiated the
October Crisis live months earlier
when, on May 7, 1970, the federal
cabinet established a soecial committee
to consider “steps t&be taken in the.
&eht the War Measures Act comes into
force by reason of insurrection.” The
significance of the date is that it came
one week after the Parti Qu6bCcois had
gained23pereentofthepopularvotein
the Quebec election. For the first time a
political party dedicated to the independence of Quebec through separatism had m,aae significant gains
“ocg the Qlucbecois electorate: &cordmg to Va beres, tbeOctoberCns~s
to the ris; of a demo&atic political
movement dedicated to the independence of Quebec.
vallikres’ scenario calls for an extensive Machiavellianisnithat ls hard to
“With cool audacity, both
dxiand after the events of 1970,
Trudeau and his team blamed the
kidnappers (tb# is. a total of 10
persons) for the trap they had themselves set for the Qubb6cois. They
blamed the ‘extre is&’ for what the
government itselfkad decided to do.”
Valli&es devotes a large chunk of the
book to trying to establish that the
October Crisis WBS deliberately prefabricated by the fedeml authorities.
Tbere is clearly a gmat deal that the
public does not know about the circumstances leading up to the implementation of the War Measures Act .but
Vallilxs theory of a massive conspiracy on Ihe part of the federal and
Quebec govermnents and the military,
security, and police forces rests on
flimsy and insubstantial evidence.
By contrast, the section of the book
dealing with the kidnapping and murder of Pierre Laporte is devastating.
The author’s basic assertion that the
FLQ’s role in these events is shrouded
in confusion and deliberate
mystification is more than established
by tbe~detoiled review of evidence that
he undertakes:
The Rose bid . . failed u) shed MY iiiht

Two views on Va
the October Crisis
conspiracy to ma-tip

:

L’ex6culion de Pierre Laporte: les dessous d
Qu6bec/AmMquez 223 pages, $5.95 paper (ISBI
The Assassin&on of Pierre Lap&e: Behlni
translated from the French by Ralph Wells, Jame!
and $6.95 paper (ISBN 0 88862 131 I).
unanswered is who S in fact mspnsible
f o r il.

Pierre Vallieres is clearly convinced
that the FLQ wss no! responsible for the
death of Pierre Laporte and that Paul
and Jacques Rose, Bernard Lottie, and
Francis Simard were convenient scape
goats (only Paul Rose and Simard were
actually convicted of the murder). Although he canvasses the possibilities
that the underworld, pohtical opponents witbin the Liberal Party, or thepolice forces killed Laporte, Valliirres’

in Quebec who mtiembers October. 1970, has any doubt
now as to the-effects of the crisis on the
people: a near par;llysis of political
activity for about IS months and a
pinstatement of rhe “guilt of the
vanquished” complex used periodically since 1763 (Ihrough 1837) to
“keep Quebec in line.”
Whatever motivations underlay the
actions of various individuals, Ihe effects are plain and they are what count.
At the time the medii devoted considerable space and energy to the
confusing slapslick of name-calling,
hypothesis. panic, calm,, optimism,
and despair that united our political
leaders, even when they conwadiitqd
one another and themselves. The
important thing is to see the slapstick
for what it is. Individual wlum or
neurosis is not thestoff of which history
is made, and besides it & hard 10 pin
down. It simply provides playthings for
the shallow-minded and diversion for a
peoplesadly lacking in information.
What was not -apparent at the time
was the existence of a politico-military
government of “crisis management.”
Some of the details were revealed in a
1975 series ofartic&in Le Jour and in_
the heavily Censored CBC-TV special
on the fifth anniversary of the October
Crisis. However, rhe most complete
synthesis to date is presented in this
book by Piem Valli&es. translated in
the English version by Ralph Wells.
The large number of astonishing
facts proved and essential questions
raised need not be enumerated here; the
book’s research is p&staking and
thomu h. But there are a few points
that w5:II be of special interest fo Ihe
noi@u&&oii. How many of us know
tbar the army across Canada was
engaged in a well-planned exercisefive
days b&we the War Measures Act and
nearly six before Laporte died? How
many k?ow that a political purge of the
army occurred .in March, 1971, because of a near mutiny by officers and
men who “knew too much”? Or that
the police never believed the Cheniu
cell to be Laporte’s murderers? Or that
not only Parliament but also the federal
cabinet was kept in tbe dark and away
from* any real decision-making?
Finally, how many people know that
we ore still living under the War
Mcosures Act and that even wider
powers than thosb used in 1970 can be
- &I! perhaps are being - used by
HARDLY ANYONE

Mtxes thesis that
dvas an imperial istic
ula.le the H_Q and‘ us.
: I’O~katio

Essai. by Pierre Valli&es. Editions
4 0 ::512 0:
$ 9).
i the October ‘70 Scenario. by Pierre Vallibres,
LnrimerZ Co.. $15 cloth (ISBNO 88862 !37 x)
finger of suspicion inevitably swings
back to the political authorities who,
according to his conspiracy theory,
planned the October Crisis from start to
finish: “Neither the FLQ nor the people
of Quebec had anything to gain fmm
Lapone’s assassina6on. The federal
govemmenr. on the other hand, stood to
benefit immensely from a murder
occurring at such a psychologically
fwourable time.”

certain semi-official organizations
without the knowledgeof Parliament or
the people?
Most of this information was already
available. If we seem surprised, it is
because our media served it to us
piecemeal and without any desire to do
more than keep us happily consuming
and @onvinced lhat we live in a tiee
country. We get the information eventualfy. But by then it is so late chat it
attracts only the purely academic interesl of intellectuals, politicians, and
jomnaiiits - an isolated minority
whqe repulalion for aiding the people
is anything but enviable.
In fact, as the CBC-TV special
suggested and Valli&es demonstrates,
Ihe mass media consGluted one of the
leading “controllable players” in the
scenario. From the kidnapping of Cross
to the invocadon of the War Measures
Act, we were psychologically
“goosed” wirh rumours, gossip,
hoaxes, and isolated facts ‘in what ’
might have been a first-class propaganda campaign. Then, between the
War Measures Act and the death of
Laporte. fhe “lid” was put on. FLQ
commoniqub (including one suggesting that Lapmte should live) wem
suppressed and radio station CKAC
apparently got “exclusive rights” to
the dCnouement, so that everything
woid~ be “perfectly clear” to the
pophlation. Laporte’sbody was cornmandeC?d horn the protesting and
suspicious widow and given a spectacolat funeral, despite her wishes. Finall
coincidentally. one month after xz
crisis began, the third version of the

long-overdue autopsy report was rendexed, a coroner was named, Lottie
was arrested, and the FLQ was pmnounced dead - all on the same day!
Wbosays ir only happens oil television?
Not everything is as neat and easy 10
spot, though, and ir is LO Valliib’
credit that he has stock close to facts,
tamed them over carefully. left no
witness ignored (although anomberare
sworn 10 secrecy), and even examined
nuances of language. Unavoidably, he
is af times working in a twilight zone of
scanty information and is forced more
than once 10 hypothesize (usually along
several different lines) new links between exisiig or absent bits of evidence. This is anormal part of scientific
inquiry, yet no doubt some purists will
be tempted to quibble. This would be a
serious error. for Ihe basis ofValli&s’
June-July. 1977, Books in Canada 23
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revelations and questions remains
essentially sound. .
He weakens the impact of his
findings and his implich thesis (of an
imperialist conspiracy and i& manip”:
lation of the Chenier cell) in only two
places. On pages 155-6 of the translation. instead of insisting on thr fact that
Laporte’s letters ziod the cdmmuniqub
from the Chenier cell show evidence of
being dicrated by an an&phone; he
allows this to be eclipsed by a (perhaps
valid, but vague) parallel between the
kidnappers’ “hard-line” attitude and
that of the federal government. Again,
on page 170. what begins as a-warning
to Qu&b&ois to remain cool-headed in
the face of any attempt at Chile-style
“destabilization lactics” turns inro an
impassioned plea fcruncrificul support
of the PQ, a party in the difficult-if
not impossible - pijsition of trying to
prove thaw capitalism is the key’ to
liberation.
Aptut from hv0 flaws, one of them
pethaps minor. Ralph Wells’ tmnslation serves Vslli&es faithfully and
intelligently. At one point where
nuaoce of language is significant, he
gives two different tmosladons for an
important phrase in one of Laporte’s
letters indicating a “parallel” communication channel between Bourassa
and the kidnappers: the “you are
aware” quoted in the body of the text is
much more accurate than the “you have
already been informed” in the mmplete letter appended. Second, the
author, translator, and editors have
dropped from the English version the
texts of the three autopsy reports, the
half the’ph~tognphs. while s&tit~ting
Laporte’s letters and a “Judicial Balance Sheet” for those not familiar with
the final ‘*score.‘* On the whole, this is
a practical decision, and VaXxes himself claims that the changes do no harm.
However. the absence of the medical
evidence. testimony, and photos of
Laporte’s wounds tends to remove or
minimize anomalies that should have
been noted. As a rule, though, the
translator has effectively and unobtrusively supplied background information to references that might escape a
non-Qdb&ois.
Beyond its immediate and obvious
task. the book calls for a public inquiry
into the October Crisis and warns us
against the riking tide of Canadian
fascism that ‘has both sanctioned and
been sanctioned by the War Measures
Act. On the first point. one must
suspect Vallikes of a njivety that is
perhaps assumed: Ttideau recently dk
clsred himself disposed to co-operate
with any Quebec government inquiry,
yet in the same week the R C M P
refused to testify io a run-of-the-mill
criminal casr because certain information might be related m “national
security.” On the second count, the
94 Books in Canada, June-July. 1977

I&~ one

cm do is take Valli&es
sL+io”sly.
Finally, there is a problem at which
Valli&es only hints but which perhaps
is most important of all: the e%cts of
“game” psychology on whole nations
,and classes of people. In a world of
chaos, we have come to crave order and
a “happy ending,” whether in
“fictional” or “documentary” media.
If that is not subtle enough, then
confusion will do. A population that
can be artificially stimulated and
calmed, that cannot tell reality from
famasy and, whlit is more. knows it
caonot, is effcztivcly lobotomized. 0

.For Valli&es, the question of who
gatned politically by the death of Pierre
Laporte is absolutely basic m his aoalysis:B”t he.should be reminder-that he
himself was charged whh murder and
that the basic evidence on which the
state s0ught.m convict him was drawn
from his political writings. Clearly he
seeks IO turn the tables and use thesame
tactics as his political adversaries.
The real impbrtance of The Assassination of Pierre La+rte is the presentation of the results of investigative
reporting by Valli&es and others, particularly the reseat+ information cornpiled by CBC-TV for its documentary,
The October Crisis, broadcast in October, 1975, into the events surrounding
thedeath of Lapcute and the imple.men,tation of the War Measures Act. The
book clearly establishes a prima facie
case for a new investigation by calling
into question the official/vetsipn and
revealing dramatic new evidence. concerning almost every particular in the
case against the Chenier cell of the
FLQ. The house in St.. Hubert whex
Laporte was supposed to have been
held captive and killed was raided by
the police three times during the week
of Laporte’s captivit . Bvidence at the
inquest placed all fy
our suspects else
where on the day of the murder. The
hand-written communiquC that ankiounced Laporte’s death was sigtiedby
the Dieppe (Royal 22nd) cell. A group
of Laporte’s friends dismissed the
coroner’s inquest as a “complete
f&e.” in a public letter and VallGres
found. no satisfactory ao$we? m why it
took the pathologists 20 days m complete the autopsy report or why the
director of the Quebec Medical-Legal
Iostitutercfused m signthereport. Why
did Warren Allmsnd indicate in, the
House of Commons in 1973 that LaPorte died accidentally during a,
“scuflle” whh his kidnappers? Why
did the coroner accept the unsigned
statement thdt police attributed to
Simard without tit’st hearing the evi-

deoce about the manner in which the
statement was .obtained? The list of
such questions is lengthy and the evidence of .some kind ‘of deliberate falsification ad cover-up is impressive.
Plow 4hat the Parti QuCb&cois con- .
tmls the pmvincial machinery ofjustice

VaGxe.s insists uoderlies the “see- ,

I nario” he analyzes in this book. The

new Justice Minister, Marc-And&
BCdard. after meeting with Pierre
Valliires, has almady indicated that his
government is conducting an “internal
investigation” into theevents sutmunding the October Crisis. clearly if but a
fraction of Valli&es’ suspicions are
confirmed the information could have ;1
bombshell effect if released prior to the
referendum on the separation of
Quebec. .EI

TbeRtseofthehti Quca6wii, by
John Saywell. U of T Press, 174 pages,
%12.50cloth(ISBNO802022~5,8) and
$5.95 paper(ISBN 0 8020 6317’9).

By MARiON MCCORMICK
NOW tr ALL comes back. the whole
raucous, exhausting, disrupted decade.
It’s all here, condensed and
documented, in a book that has accumulated over the crucial years in-the
form of reports published year by year
in the Canadian Annual Review. These
.
have been Jinked unaltered, according
to the author, and rounded out with a
short introduction and epilogue. It is a truly remarkable srnry of steadfastness
in pursuit of a goal: independence for
Quebec. By striving unswervingly to.
ward it through thick and thin: RenC
L&csque has made
. the unthmkable
almost the only thmg anybody ever
thinks about.
F?ofessorSaywell’saccaun~reminds
us that there have been thin periods in
the PQ’s fottones; it has not been an
undeviating rise to power. The thinnest
time of all was endured around the time
of the Ckmber Crisis, when the murder
of Pierre Laporte traumatized the pmvince. While people would grudgingly
concede that not all Piquistes were
terrorists, they nevertheless felt tbat all

_

terrorists were. ifnot Pequistes exactly,
something so similar as to make no
difference.
Lkresque labored to keep his unruly
band in line under his own cool and
disciplined leadership,-exhorting them
“to exclude ruthlessly all forms of
violence and even vague fliflatioos with
violence, not only because they are in
fundamental opposition to our way of
doing things, but also because they are
immoral in human terms and futureless
politically. For heaven’s sake, let us at
the same time beware of tlte slippery
slope represented by a certain type of
radical demagoguery. all slick with
clichb and slogan!, as inflammatory
as they are simplistic, in which everything is totally black and white, and
liable to draw a good many minds into
the mesh that takes them unawares to
violence.”
The 1973 election tztumed the Liberals in almost embarrassing strength, a
victory so ovenvhelming that it was
easy to overlook the gains made by the
PQ. gains too scattered to count for
many seats. but gains nevertheless. The
rest of the country seemed to feel that
the question of .separatism had been
settled. Quebecers knew better. Nothing had been settled and push came to
shove on a daily, if not hourly, basis,
with the government improvising clumsilv until the final, suicidal imprwisa-

tion, the calling of the election for Nov.
1s.
_ _ , _lox
_ . _.
“By the end of 1976 Canadians had
learned to live with the Parti
QuCbhoia,” says Saywell in a final
word. Obviously, he does not spare a
thought for Anglophone Quebec in
making thfs statement. The Engliihspeaking niinority can see n6- modus
vivendi, tutless acquiescence in its own
obliteration can be so considered. A
miasma of what the late Montreal poet,
A.M. Klein called “the body odotuof
race” pollutes the atmosphere.
The young and the shallowly rooted
flee. “For Sale” signs spring up on,
Anglo lawns lie crabgrass, and ran-few students v&o see tlieir futures i’n
Quebec. And all the while, thppremier
atid his ministers, attractive and plausible meat, energetically find opportunities m carry their message of the
inevitability of Quebec independence
to other paits ofthecountty.
Saywell’s final paragraph causes a
chill: “The dialogue within Quebec
and with Canadians had begun. The
strategy of RenC L6vesque was clear.
What was not cl&t was whether the
cpnlition .of forces and the leadership
would be found in Quebec to advocate
the federalist position. If not, independence and association, so gently arwed, could easily win the day.” 0

Now in paperback

How Gvesque Won, by Pierre
DuPont, James Lorimer & Co., 136
pages, $13 cIoth(ISBNO88862 131 0)
;;II 2$.95 paper (ISBN 0 88862
R&G LCvesque: Portrait of a
QuCbfzois. by Jean Provencher.
PaperJacks, 272 pages, $2.50 paper
(ISBN 0 77010020 I).
By W. H. ROCKETT
PETEll DESBARATS’ RenL was simply a

matter of good timing: the book’s
release came vinually simultaneously
with the electoral victory of the Parti
Qufzb&ois, too late m append a chapter
coveting that event but at the precise
moment when English-speaking Canadians were beginning to take seriously
“the idea of Rene L.&esque negotiating
the future of Canada with Pierre
Trudeau.” DuPont’s post-election
reportage and the re-issue of

from Scholastic . . .

-In-E cwmlLlIIE ll3mNN IlDI[C-lrI[ON~Y
By Charles M. Schulz %
,aasmlon ThR&LvctimmybyOr.

WITH. WI&h”

‘Charlie Brown . . Snoopy . . . Woodstock . . . Linus. . . Lucy they’re all here in the one dictiooaty kids till actually wont to own.
Never has there been e livelier, though educationally accurate
and tested,dictiomry - one that will make young readers eager
to look up new words. And now it’s available as a popular, affordable
paperback.
HIGHLIGHTS
b 2400 definitiooa - suitable for use io schools.
o Appealing, over&a format: 8%” x 11”. 400 pages.
0 Large, easy-to-read type. ’
0 Over 580 full&our illustrations of the whole Peon& gang in action.
0 Quality binding, made to last.
FQR BOQKSELLERS . . .
The Chorlie&own Dictionary goes on sale August 1.1977. Tbeiirst copies
will be shipped on July 15,1977. Retail P&x $6.50.
Watch for it at the CBA Convention.
1%Copy Floor Display
An eye-catching display for any store1 It features avaryone’s
favourite beagle, Snoopy, in his classic pose - asleep
atop his doghouse.
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Provenchir’s biography are altogether
I. ;L. Granatstein in &viewing Desdifferent books: they exist because of
bra-& work bt these pages (January,
the Fifteenth of November.
1977) has rightly criticized RenC for its
rather sloppy’ principles of organizaThe Toronto Sfar has see” fit to save
tion. But what fascinated Desbarats the country in a half-dozen editorials.
Peter Gzowski cannot seem to let a
what fascinates many of us - is the
yawning gap between Trudeau and
week pass without at least part of 96
L&sque, men who at one time would
dlinmm~s Live given over to Quebec
meet round GCnrd Pelletier’s diningwriters and performers. Popular-press
covetage of the internal affairs of
mom table and talk into the night, me”
who at one time had been colleagues.
Quebec has never been more extensive,
Desbarats keeps returning to that table
rivulling - 1 venture to say - that
throughout his book, developing the
uccwrded the province all along by
.TheNewSociety, by Antbopy Weshostility that grew between a coldly
Radio-Canada. Quite simply. there is a
tell, McClelland&Stewart, 237 pages,
Cartesian Trudeau and a” allegedly
mxket for such stuff, and the market
$8.95 cloth USBN 0 7710 8945 7).
grows ‘with the stuff produccd to fill it
unotionaI,almost romnntic Lkresque.
Powertown: Democrlrcy bisas much as in response to the curioushy
We are gtven to understand Trudeau
cnrded, by Doris Shackleton, Me&ldistrusted any form of nationalism,
or outright fear on the part of les
land&Stewart, 22 1 pages, $8.95 cloth
especially tbe French Canadian variety.
.-lrr~lai.s. DuPont purports to answer
GSBN 0 7710 8100 6).
how it happened; Provencher seems to . which hqsaw as emotionalism barring
the rational progress of the state toward
suggest why it was inevitable.
By GUS RICHARLk9ON
acceptance both of and by the 20th
how LCwquc Won is as good a”
century.
explanation as any. It reads rather lie
ANTHONY WESTELL draws the title of
Ptwencher’s book, flawed as it is by
a” extended hfaclean’s piece. Its auhis book from Pierre Trudeau’s
thor in fact is a contributor to the
its open admiration of and agreement
December, 1975. speech concerning
French-language version of that
with its subject, is a necessary antidote
“the new kind df society we will need
magazine. DuPont begins with
to Desbarats. We forget LeVesque has
to create in response to the new ecoenjoyed the practice of power before,
Eourassn’s initial idiocy in calling an
nomic circumstances in which we are ’
as a Liberal cabinet minister. And tt
election in the first place. a decision
living.” Westell argues that Canada,
is Provencher who emphasizes
apparently bssed on the Premier’s dealong with all industrial democracies,
Levesque’s frustrations with the “jung3ire to maintain control of the helm
is evolving towards a collectivesociety,
les” of federalism through which he
even if the ship might founder under his
defined by him as a society in which the
had to chop in order to ut his plans into
less than deft band. We the” n idly
stateplays “thecentral role in planning
effect: He believed tRen, as he does
tour the shape the other parties Pound
the economy and setting social
now. in the necessity of government
themselves in at election’s call, pass
priorities.” This evolutionis integral to .
through the Liberal garden of scandals.
developing plans for society and fotma developing industrial democracy. and
sniff at Bill 22 (which gets a chapter to
ing in effect a social contract with the
he quite rightly points out that few
itself as “Bourassa’s Achilles Heel”].
people. a contract binding the govempoliticians or businessmen wotild be
and enjoy some interesting observament to the fultilment of its social plan.
willing - or able - to retreat from
tions by DuPont on where business and That is a rational, not emotional basis
social welfare or to surrender the econIabour stood -or knelt-or hovered
for nationalism: RenC Lhresque is simomy to the vagaries of the market. The
- and why. Finally, L6vesque’s own ply not Henri Boumssa.
- demands of this new collective society,
As Trudeau said in a recent speech:
“For a” independent Quebec,” pubhowever, threaten to strain our dernolished originally in the American jour“Society in its totality must reflect a
cratic iRstitutions; and Watell offers
degree of symmetry or the inequalities
nal Foreign .JAhirs. is printed as an
proposals m strengthen these instituappendix. together with sketches of the and imbalances which have led so often
tions and m broaden “our concept of
in the past to toei+ turmoil may visit us
Pitrti Quebecoiscabinet.
democracy to cover activities . . . now
It reads very quickly, and it’s fun: gg’,” ,fnd thts “me. on a horrendous
considered private.”
rather like an articulate Hunter S.
. Confederatton as tt stands.
The exercise of executive power is
Thompson. or a genial Larry Zolf (if whateVer else it may be, is asymmetric.
hampered in Canada not only by conPmvencher’is the most successful wrisuch beasts exist). Mind you. if you
stitutional checks but also by factious
party politics and by jurisdictional
don’t already understand the ter thus far in dllcovering for us both
mmitications of Bill 22. DuPont isn’t the symmetry L&esque sees., and the . squabbles between federal and pmvingoing to be much help. His book was
fact that he is actually seeing tt.
cial governments. According to Weswitten for a Quebec audience whose
There will be two geometricians
tell, if we are. to meet the problems
interest in such matters preceded the negotiating the future, and ‘Prime
posed by an increasitigly complex sociFifteenth.
“Minister and publicbad better begin to
ety we must design a system to “ensure
Still. thrre is one home truth DuPont
understand that fact as well as does the
that [power] is used effectively in the
takes note of which many, including Premierof Quebec. El
public interest.‘! He offers the reader a
draft constitution of such a system
men as diverse as Peter Desbarats and
that, among other changes, would alloPierre Trudeau. have missed: “Quebec
cate authority over the economy to the
iswr but it soon became a rational
Senate, over external affairs and nude .
and commerce m the Commons, and
one.*’ This is a major point for Jean
over social welfare and local govemProvencher’s biogmphy of Ikvesque.
first published in English in 1975.
ments to the provinces. The system,
PaperJaaks has brought the book out
one supposes, would allow the country
again. using the cheap process of
to be run on sound managerial princi.photogmphing the original pages and
ples.
reducntg the plates. I gave up reading
.The new economy is marked by a
contlict between the market, which
their test after a chapter, and borrowed
“allocates resources according to
the original hardcover edition from my
strictly economic values,” .and the
local library. It was worth the effort.
26 Books in Canada, June-July. 1977

public. which “demands that other
goals . . be rakea into acv.unt.” The
problem then is 10 reconck the demands of the market with those of Ihe
public. and for Weslell Ihe solution lies
in “democratizing the process by
which economic decisions are made.”
He urges Ihe creation of national
as,emblics representing the various interest groups-business, labour. agriculture, social resources-where economic priorides could be established ig
the lllhr of reason. and he assumes
thar in such a system private-inresest
groups would “find it more difficult 10
josdfy . . . an unreasonable claim for
income or profit or social security
benefit.”
Wescell concludes bv arauine that
the new society will b; sufiana%onal
and continental in scope. He points to
the cultural. economic, and polidcal
linkages between Canada and the U.S.
and suggests that because of these links
nailrionalism is redundant and dangerous. The real choice for Canadians
concerns Ihe role they are 10 play in the
new supranational society, and he
urges that they take the lead in “promoting and designing [this] system.”
WestelI’s understanding of power is
informed by the boardroom and his
notion of social change by pluralism.
To aFur. as he does, that we must
rsped2e rather than limit the exercise
of power is to jenison the teachings of
Locke and Lord Acton with a frightening aplomb: ir is also to accept the
pl.walist’s assumption that society is
composed of self-interested groups, not
classes, and that social inequalhies can
be reasoned auf around the bargaining
table. It remains to be proved. however.
that the chairman of Megacorp lnternational would pay much attention to
one of Westell’s national assemblies if
to do so would be fo limit profits.
lnequalhy is not a kink in the social
mechanism: it is integral to the slrucmrc of caphalisr sociery. Unless Ihe
poor arc 10 be always wirh us. that
sfroctore must be tom down. not revamped.
Canadians have no role to play in
Weslell’s book. T/w New Society is a
manager’s manual. not a populist Iract.

WestelI frequently cites the reports and
recommendations of government
committees and industrial councils and

expresses Ihe hope for a political leader
with the vision to usher in the new
society. Bur these recommendations
are mosf often advanced in an anempt
10 slave off social disconrem by those
who hold Ihe reins of economic and

social power in this country, and we

Jennifer Harper
@ll-lrv W0RlK Fur CCDuNlrEw PRUCE

The Portraits
- of Duncan Donovan

hmcan Donovan begaa his trade as a travelling tintype photograph1
hundred years ago. Around 1896 he became the town phocorapher of Alexandria in Glengarry County, serving a community
f Presbyterians, Scats and French Catholics. on the border of
)ntario and Quebec. Throughout the next thirty years he portraye
he farmers. businessmen. coalminers. priests and nuns, firemen.
ramps. soldiers. first communicants. babies. old men and women
ram the towns and countryside around. Out of all the Donovan
lates that have survived, the most appealing are reproduced in
his book. These portraits have a haunting. hypnotic quality.
‘hey loom up at us from a time tunnel and rouch us with a
ecreation df our past.
Jennifer Harper, a Montreal photographer and photographic
historian, discovered the plates of the Donovan portraits and
painstakingly restored them.
64 pp., 57 half-tone photographs printed in duotone

$6.95

‘l’ko exhibitions of the photographs will be held this year:

would he well advised to view them
with suspicion.
Doris Shackleton claims that hkr
book is an analysis of the death of
pxticipalory democracy through Ihe

June 8 - 26

The Grange, Art Gallery of
Ontario

August 1 - 27 public Archives of Canada.
Ottawa

erosion of an efficient civil service
devoted 10 sewing Ihe public. T h i s
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emsion is. she argues, the result of the
craci&, such as the Rime Minister’s
Office, composed increasingly of
former businessmen who seek to manage rather than serve the public. and
who adopt an adversary nzlationship
toward those they would scwe. Ms.
Shackleton blames much of this development on Prime Minister
Trudeau’s managerial and technocratic
approach to politics, and she urges the
return of open consultation between
bureaucrats and& public.
However, Ms. Shackleton’s analysis
suffcxs from the mvooia common to
many joumalists.~ 6ai of a lack of
historical oersoective. It is simolistic to
blame T&e& when politic&s and
civil servants have never solicited the
advice of the public they purport to
swe. Secrecy and arrogance 811: not
the result of a style of government but
are rather a function of the essential
paradox of capitalist democracies: the
combination of political equality and
economic inequality. No amount of
open consultation will restomparticiparemains.
_
.
On a more mundane level, Ms.
Shackleton’s book suffers from a surfeit of bad grammar, of which the
following is a typical and too frequent
example: “Walter Rudnicki is a lean,
Ukrainian-background Canadian,
sharp eyes, grey hair, small moustache.” 0
I
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T$? Liberal Idea of Canada:
Fierra Trudeau and the Question of
Canada’s Survival, by James and
Robert Laxer. James Lorimer & Co.,
234 pages, $15 cloth (ISBN 0 88862
123 x1 and S6.95 paper(ISBJV0 88862
,124 8).
By DONALD SWAINSON
EvaN ma ~m.w optimistic Canadians
must understand by now that Canada is
in deep trouble. On April 25 the
Tomato Globe and Mail reported a
speech by D. K. McIvor, executive
vice-president of Imperial Oil. Mr.
McIvor suggested that without massive
investment in his industry, we might
well have to import one million barrels
of oil a day by 1985. The result would
be a net energy trade deficit of $5
billion per annam. We should. of
course, take the predictions of oil

company executives with a large grain
of salt, but iC is clear that our commodities sector no longer keeps our
economy afloat. We are not about to be
bailed out by vibrant and innovative
manufacturing industries. They too
(especially the crucial auto industry)
tend towards a state of malaise. The
resulting logic is inescapable. Our
economy cannot match its past
performance. Even if the unlikely happens and long-term strategies can be
foimd that will solve our economic
problems. there is no way that such
strategies can be in place quickJy
enough to save us from painful shortterm diitress. At best, we face during
the next few years a diminution of our
high expectations and comfortable
standard of living.
But an economic crisis is
insufficient. We arc also confronted
with the major recurring theme of
Canadian history. a crisis of national
unity. The West, as is pointed out in our
pmss daily, is “alienated.” And, of
course, the West, which has been more
a victtm of Confederation than a regional partner in a federal st~cture,
should suffer from alienation and
should strive to rectify economic
wrongs. The maor unity problem,
howeVex, resides in QuebecCity. Since
November, 1976, we have had to try to
come to terms with Ren6 L6vesque.s
strong and militant separatist regime.
Canada is confronted simultancnusly
with a pmfotmd economic crisis and the
most important threat to the politicalconstitutional integrity of the country
since 1867.
James Laxer and hi father Robert
have set out to describe the full horrors
of our dual crisis. and to explain how
and why we arrived at the position we
now occupy. Their descriptive job is
fine, especially when the economy is
the topic of discussion. No Canadian,
English- or French-speaking, can read
this book without becoming acutely
squeamish about our economic pmsp&s; only the most foolish can discount the profoundness of our unity
crisis.
The authors ax far less successful
(or at least vastly more controversial)
when they attempt to explain the causes
of our predicament. The cause. in a
nutshell. is the liberalism of the Liberal
Party (which is Canada’s dominant
political ideology, party labels
notwithstanding):
Opemdng within the arsumpdons of Ihe
Canadian Liknt system. English Camdinns have conceived of democmcy in
indiiiduattst wms. with no union of the
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crisis of the 197Os, Trudeau wore,
however uncomfortably, a utopian
mask. He was really, however, a closet
realist - anti-nationalist (which we
had always known), distrustful of the
masses, blitist, abeliever in the politics
of management. Thdeau, one might
the creation of the branch-plant
say, emerged as a sort of “hocke.”
economy that has resulted in our inThe mask came off in 1975 when he
ability to cope !vith current economic
introduced wage and price controls.
conditions. Similarly, it was liberalism
that could not come to terms rvirh the This represented a major shift within
Canadian liberalism: “Trudeau’s qew
nationalist aspirations of French
liberalism is an ideology of restraint.”
Canada.
This liberalism is not of course ConIrols were designed to dam eo
consumer spending (in order to redpace
wntined to English Canadians; our
Prime Minister is the chief villain. He the purchase of imports) and to inculcate into Canadians a new social momlis held to be largely responsible for the
destruction of the two-nations option.’ ity, namely the “ideology of restraint.” Id this way, argue the Laxem,
during the 1960s. He also represented
main-line economic liberalism during Trudeau might be able to save the
his early years in office. Trudeau,
branch-plant economy.
The arguments presented by James
however. is worse than other Liberal
leaders. The Laxers, in a fanciful and Robert Laxer are complex and
melange of C. B. Macphetson, Louis
Hattr. and Gad Horowitz, explain the
dual nature of liberalism aod the place
of Canadian liberalism within that tmdition. There is, it seems, a tension
within liberalism: “The ywo tendencies
can be characterized as realism and
utopiaoism.” The first is in the tmdilion of Thomas Iiobbes. the second
originated with John Locke.
Utopianism in the form of populistic
liberalism has dominated 20th~centurv
North America. Until the economk

In March 1074. the Government of Canada appcinted
Mr. JusticeThomas R. Bergertc head an Inquiry tc determlne
the imcact of the bmcosed natural gas cicaline dons the
conditions that shccld be imposed If a pipeline Is bui!
broad social, envlmnm&tal andecon~mic consequences
would be fl Ihe pipellne project goes ahead. His findings am
community he&gs which wem heid in the north and In major
clties acmss southern Canada ever a PI-mqnth perlcd. The
mlrty-five community hearings held in the Yukon and $wthwast Terdtcdea enabled the northern people tc freely

occasionally difficult. Nonetheless they
are well worth reading. We ore in the
midst of a set of major crises. We need
all the discussion that can be generated.
Fmm the perspective of the national
debate, perhaps the most significant
point about The Liberal Idea o f
Canada Is that it has little to say about
how we should solveourpmblems. The
Laxers are long on accusation and
explanation; they are short on so&
tions. Thii is characteristic of Ihe
current debate. We are not being well
served by our intellectuals. The Laxers
argue that Trudeau has modified Canadim liberalism in a fundamental manner as a result of the economic crisis. If
they are correct, the Rime Minister
most be given credit for perceiving a
problem and developing possible solutions. Our current debate on both the
unity and economic crises sometimes
seems barren because Trudeau’s major
policies are nofoften enough countered
with articulate and intelligent altematives. Much of the Lames commentary
is trenchant and .well-informed, but
Trudeau still seems to dominate the
debate (even if his government finds it
difficult to run the country). The argument will continue and become more
intense; Trudeau’s’ domination of the
debate will probably continue. For
many Canadian federalists he will remain theonly realistic alternative. both
intellectually and politically. 0

r&&g the pipeline.
Judge Eerger has wrltten this volume in the first person.
presenting hls findlngs In a refreshingly readable style. There
are 20 pages of cclcur photographs and WO ductcne
pktllE8.
The findings cf vlls unique lnqulry have tremendous bearing
on the future life cf cur nmthem people. But what happens In
the norlh will be of greal impcrlance tc the future of the rest of
Canada as welJ.
Paperbound. 21.5 cm x 28 cm. 240 pqes.
CP22-25-1977-1. $5.00

Available by mail from the Publishing Centre, Ottawa KlA OS9,

through our authorized agents or your looal’bookseller.
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ihe world expounding Ihe General
Adaptation Syndrome to his fellow
academicians, and selling his
scientifically derived moral Tde lo the
lay public. To roiz the.dls-stress of
Importunate
harassment
celebrity-hunters during his travels, he
chews,garlic and puffs it in their faces.
Bravo!
The Stress of My Life. by Hans
&lye, McClelland & Stewart, 272
pages. $10 cloth (ISBN 0 7710
CO50 6).
Let’s Face It. by Gustav Morf with
Lucjan Dobmwolski. PaperJacks, 158
pages, $1.95 paper (ISBN 0 7701
0002 3).
By lpJCI-IARD LUBBOCK

&wand overagain. Selyererumsto
Ihe problem of setting up a.workable
moral code, now that science has
destroyed the crcdibilily of the strongest baditional aims. He is convinced
ihar a sciendfically based co& of ethica
is possible and offers bis own solution,
“Altruistic Egoism,” in several different perspectives, crystallizing it into the
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injuncrioix “Be necessary.” By the
purest standards of moral philsophy,
thll commandment may be open to
au&on: but as a working rule it seems
tb me bejrond re roach. _
In themidsto%all his olheractivities,
Dr. Selye somehow found time 6
prepare a glowing foreword for Let’s
Face It, a book by two orher sepluagenarlans, Dr. Gusrav Mob and Dr.
Lucjan Dobmwolski. If you suspect
you might possibly become old somerime, Let’s Face It covers virtually
every aspect of aging, from athemsclerosis to zoodwirus. I sincerely pray
that the peachy blonde adorning the
cover is in reality a shrivelled cmne of
97 who has been rejuwnated by reading
the advice inside. 0

woozuTAmE Dr. Selye (whom
God preserve) of Montreal has done it
again. this lime. to celebrate his 70th
bmhday. Powered by hi seemingly
infinite fund of energy. rhe good doctor
has gone amobiogmphicsl, as befits a
man of his years. and offers us a book of
reminiscences and advisements dcveloped during TheStress of My Le.

THE

be aged by modem
skmdxds. yet he was born early
enough in this century to have witnessed the epochal collapse of the
I ,OOO-year-old Ausrro-Hungarian
Empire. and be therefore retains many
of the patrician virtues of that noble
civilizadon. The book shows us just so
much of rhe workings of the&lye mind
and personal life as the wirer thinks
proper. There are no unseemly
honeslies and confessions (0 be found
here. but there are cheering stories
aplenty of schievemenl in the face of
daunting obstacles. This is the type of
book that wise parents in our cullme
should give their growing children to
read.
Selye may not

As They See Us, by WalrerSwwt,
McClelland & Stewart, 159 -pages,
$4.95 paper(ISBN0 7710 8354 8).
By SCOTT YOUNG

WALTER STEWART. the indefatigable
journalist, magpzine editor, and
author, probably had a lot mom fun
gathering the material for Ibis book
than anybody is going to get out of
reading it. Despite occasional thoughtful little gems that stale we am a ration
of assholes, or that we feel we have a
God-given right Lo criticize the United
States but can’t take criticism from the
U.S. without macling likedadies whose
pants have been set on fiti, fhe book is
largely an inferential putdown of
Americans_not knowing much about
us. Or. to put it another way. knowing
onI9 a little more about us than we
know, for instance, about Eskimos.
The only time I ever mel Selye was Unless you am addicted 10 reading
for a fleering moment in a TV studio.
material om of Reader’s Digest.
He is a frail man and his hair is indeed filler
ot The New Yorker, the method soon
very while. He introduced himself with
palls; this being especially tiue of the
a courtly nod and Ihe one quiet word,
relentless little captions for each quota“Selye!‘: Somehow I seemed 10 hear ’ don, such as “Step Oulside and Say
Ihe steely click and jangle of spurred That, Bye” as the heading for a
heels. NoI surprisingly. the final chap- quotation fmm Col. Rob&t McCor&r of this wispy old gentleman’s book mlck. the Chicago publisher, to the
is entitled “My long-term pmjec& for effect thar Newfoundlanders *‘are so
the future.”
@bred m to be half-witted. ”
Mr. Stewart tells us in an intmducdon rhat he gathered material ihmughout lbe U.S. hy asking the question:
Since his natural hip joints were Whatdoyou rhinkofwhen you lhinkof
removed. Selye holes that he has had u) Canada or Canadians? He sometimes
satisfy much of his need for benign used a tape-recorder, mom often a
cu-stress by merely cycling, jogging or notebook, and told people their names
swimming daily, and by jetting around
would not be published. This was a
30 BooBsinCanada, JuneJuly. 1877

good way ro get &me U.S. oRicials,

especially in Washington but also in
unions and elsewhere, Lo do some
bitching basically along the lines that
tie were quick fo ask for U.S. help
when we need@ it, but slow and even
hostile when we were asked for help in
return-for instance, wirh fresh water.
natural gas and oil at a reasonable price
(from oil fields mainly developed with
U.S. capital).
This sort of off-tbecuff material
makes up about two thirds of Ihe book.
The rest is the kind of stuff rhar is
available in libraries with good
subject-indexes. It’s in this second line
that I have the most serious reservadons. The form of the book - the
smart-crack caprions. short quotations
L has been allowed 10 rule out putting
important matters in real context.
You pet a few pages hem and thereof
Americans talking about annexing
Canada (in the last cenlury) with only
the most cursory fill-in, or none, on
why they mentioned the subject a1 all.
Or you get a compendium of whar
various presidents or high stateofficials
thought of us; the more recenl ones, at
least, obviously being mom rhe product
of second-string spee@wwiters than of
any meaningful conviction by the
speakers.
In particular, U.S. actions have
hvice influenced Canadian elecrions

(1911 and 1963) and rhelack of context
makes thebobk unsatisfyingforanyone
with an appetite for new insight or new
information about thoseperiods.
When Mr. Slewart uses quotations
from ‘around Ihe lime of tbe 1911
election. which Laurier lost lo Borden
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mainly because of Laurier’s proposed
policy of trade reciprocity ‘with the
U.S..ahotissueformostofayearprior
to the election, he doesn’t eYen plumb
the best of the available material.
Champ Clark*s well-known line about
wanting to see tbe A_merican flag
llating clear to the North Pole is in, but
a comment by President Taft (more
telling because he was president, while
Clark was only a windbag representative from Missouri) is not.
The Taft view was written in a letter
to former President Theodore Roosevelt on Jan. 11. 1911 (incidentally.
John A. Macdonald’s bihday). This
was before the reciprocity piuposal had
even been introduced in the House of
Commons. “It [reciprocity] might at
first have a tendehcy to reduce the cost
of food products somewhat; it would
certainly make the resetvoir much
greater and prevent fluctuations,”
Resident Taft wrote. “Meantime the
amount of Canadian products we take
would produce a current of business
between Western Canada and the
United States that would make Canada
only an adjune: of the United Stares. It

would transfer all their important business to Chicago and New York, with
theirbankcredits andeverythingelse.”
That letter was quoted endlessly in
Borden’s successful 19 11 campaign
(when tbe Tories won 72 seats in

A’CELEBRATION OF THE
JOYS OF SENSUALITY

$5.95
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Ontario, never since equalkd by a , such authority that the essays should
give anyone concem~d with public
political oarty) and would seem to.be
oolicv amole material for serious re&ential io &j swoop, however fmgKecti’on. tinfortunately, many of them
mentary, at this book’s subject. 0
am written in a style that makes them
not easily accessible to the general
reader. A variety of st)‘\es is to be
expected in any collection of essays,
but more rigorous editing might have
made the book more appealing to a
wider audience. The topical issues it
raises are too important to be left to
fellow historians, economists, political
scientists, tid their students. for whom
this book seems primarily intended.
Canada and tile Burden of Volt)‘.
Apart from a general call for more
edited by David Jai Bercuson, Macmilregionalism, the proper direction for
lad. 191 pages, $12.95 cloth (ISBN
the country to take is more difficult to
0 7705 1487 I) and $6.95 paper (ISBN
discuss precisely than the historical
0 7705 1488 x1.
injustices of the Maritimes and the
West. The ancient i&a of restructuring
By NEVILLE THOMPSON
the Senate to act as the guardian of
provincial interests is trotted out once
THIZ AMUMEKT OF this collection of
more, but rightly dismissed as impmc-.
eight essays is that the time has come
tical. The proposal that institutions
for Canadians to lay down the burden of
serving the whole country be decennational unity that has inhibited their
valized with regional head offices”
development sinGe Confederation and
under the general supervision of Ottawa
to realize their destiny by embracing
has mor,& merit. The CBC, for examthe reality of regionalism. This may, as
ple, undoubtedly had more regional
Bercuson maintains, gp against the
vitality and talent 20 years ago before.
grain of Canadian history - both its
its operations became so centralized.
course and the writing about it-but it
But the fact is that the Canadian
is perfec.tly in tune with contemporary
experience is simply ti manifestation of
political discussion, and not just since
the general phenomenon of mctthe Parti Qu8bbecois’ electoral victory
ropolitanism evident in all industrial
last November. Indeed, Quebec’s griecountries and the regions within them.
vancea against Confederation are con- .The process is not easily halted, let
spicuously absent from this volume.
alone reversed. All sorts of plans for
This is the voice of the hinterland, the
political and economicc(ecentralizion
Maritimes .pnd. the west, raised in
have been devised since ihe end of the
protest against tne populous ana powerSecond World War; but not much has
ful cent?, and Quebec appears as %me of-them. except of course in areas
..
Ontario’sJunior p@tner in crime.
or new-rotma weattn.
A more curious omission is ’ Still, with the fedemlpolitical~ies
Newfoundland. Its integration into
falling over each other with vaerue
Canada in the last 30 years would seem
pmmkes to meet the regional aspkato be the perfect, well-documented teat
dons of the country, something will
case of the problems of centralization.
undoubtedly be done. But this raises
The failure to examine the omoosition
serious questions, which are reflected
that Confederation’ desiroied the
in the optimistic tone of this bdok. Is
economy and society. of the former
there really a common hinterland of
coloi~y raises doubts about the general. East and West with common interests?
theme of the tiook.
Would regional autonomy really proMost of the grievances of the
duce a more prosperous and happy
Maritimes ind the West discussed here
country? Perhaps it would work for the
are familiar enough - diiriminatory
West, with its rich natural resources,
freight rates that put the producers of but would the Maritimes be able to
the hinterland at a competitive disconcentrate their energies and develop
advantage while forcing them to bear
profitable specializations that would
the costs of the National Policy that
give them anything like the relative
protected the industries of the St.
prosperity they enjoyed before ConfedLawrence lowlands; the destruction of eration? Centralization has undoubindustry. in the Maritimes by the
tedly served the interests of the rich and
businessmen of Central Canada; the
powerful in the past. Perhaps re_
political subordination of &e whole gionalism will do the same in the)
country to the iliterbsts of Quebec and
future. 0
Ontario, which dominate the federal
government through representation by
population; and the dependency.on the
centre created by equalization paymints. But the’pmcess of exploitation
is explained in such detail and with
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The FVime Minfster’s Cook Book,

by Susan Cartwright and Alan
Edmonds, McGraw-Hill Ryerson, 165
pages. $7.95 cloth (ISBN 07 082465 7).
Nututdscore, by Ruth Fremes and
Zak Sab , Methuen, 261 pages, $6.95
paper (ISKN 0 458 92050 9).

The em I& Family Book of
Nutrition an5 Meal Planning, by W.

Harding IeRiche, Macmillan, 242
page% $12.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88777
000 2).

Sulphur and Molasses, by A&key
Armstrong, Musson. 96 pages, $5.95

paper USBN 0 7737 1013 2).
Cmmdian Colonhtl Cooklng, b y
Joan Finnigan, NC Fress, 48 pages,
$2.50 coil-bound paper (ISBN
0 91960062 x).
By KEN WYMAN
IF THE PR~B~E Ministers of Canada
really have been eating the way Susan

Carhvrigbl and Alan Edmonds say they
"You arc seven days awiy from a
have, it’s n? wonder the country is in ’ balanced, healthy diet - without
such a mess. They’d have indigestion, . eliminating your favourite foods!” Or
heartburn, high cholester&, even
so the cover promises.
higher blood sugar, and vitamin a Most of us are at least sliitly
deficiencies sufficient to impair their
overweight, they warn. An exti bottle
judgement and ruin their health. Hardly
of beer or a handful of potato chips can
a wipe in the book misses a chance to
add up to an extra 20 pounds of lard in a
add cream or sherry or both, piling
year; an extra teaspoon of sugar here
riches on riches. Worse yet, the chapter
and there adds up to 80 pounds of sugar
on vbgetables is the shortest in the
for the average Canadian in a year. So
book; there are only 10 recipes, several
cut it out. Oral contraceptives deplete
Vitamin B6, theypointout. but an extra
calling for canned or frozen vegetables
instead of fresh ones. and most pmduc
50 milligrams of thevitamin a day w.n
ing starchy orqver-cooked dishes.
alleviate most of the widely touted side
Mind you,: in small doses. these
effects, including mental depression.
dishes are exceedingly tasty. And so
Canadians tend to have folic acid and
calciumdeficiencies, soeatyourgreenr.
Canadian! There’s moose, and. Arctic
and drink your milk, they nag. And
char, and Bmme Lake duckling, and a
suCculent pari de foic gree that is,
through it all is aconstant refrain: Don’t
along with the Munsinger affair, one of
be led astray by those health-food
Pierre Sevigny’s best-remembered
quacks; remember that supermarkets
legacies to the nation.‘No fiddlehead
only sell junk foods in response to
,greens, though..F’ity.
consumer demands; if in doubt, trust
If the lushness of the ingredients is
your doctor. .
Ahtriscore is en incredible mClange
not typically Ganadian, in these days of
AIB wages, the nutritional deficiencies
if useful information and patronizing
are. ln his days as head of Nutrition
half-wuths, all dealt out with the anogante and certitude that seem to saturate
Canada, Zak Sabry detailed our dietary
most books written on popular nutriinsufficiencies, and found Canadinns
tion.
wantink in the midst of plenty. Now in
Harding IeRiche’s Complete Family. .
Nutriscore. he and Ruth Fmmes a
offering the cure in a catchy and Highly
Book of Nutrition and Meal Planning
is a much cooler, more seriously
readable format, apparently designed
scientific approach to the pmblem of
to make the stodgy old Canada Food
Rules into the diet craze of tomormw.
pFsive Canadian malnutrition. Al-

TORONTO SHORT STORlEg
.
Morris Wolfe & Dougles Daymond. editors
An outstanding tirhology 'of twenty modem short
stories by some of the best writers in Canada today.
Each story is set in Toronto and reflecwlife in the
city in some way. Altogether, rbii first-ever collection
of Toronto short stories is a fascinating guide m the
city’s creative imagination.
$11.50/$5.95

THERE’S A RACCOON IN MY PARKA
by Lyn Hancock

Join naturalists Lyn and David Hancock, along with
their lovable pet raccoon Rocky, on an exciting journey from Vancouver TO Alaska to film the relocation
of a colony of sea or&s. Don’t miss this colorful
story tilled with adventure, nature. conservation lore
and humor in the Pacific Northwest.
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though he too condemns megavitamin
therap out of hand. and questions
Linus kMing’s evidence on Vitamin C
and the common cold, leRiche is at
least courteous enough to treat us as
intelligent readers and admit that there
might be two sides to the argument.
Sadly, it’s hard to imagine that his book
will ever sell as well.
Dr. IeRiche also seems m have a
good deal more political savvy than
Sabry and Premes. In a chapter on food
additives, for example, he points out.
that hi addition to the problems of
testing thousands of chemicals for
safety, the scientists in Canada’s
Health protection Branch “are exposed
to political pressures by interests that
place money and profit above the public
weal. So consumer protection rlgainst
harmful food additives is by no means
complete.”
It is fmstr&g that neither of these
books is better than it is. Canada
has a world-wide reptitation for
ground-breaking nutritional research.

30th ttta anthusiast and the i&rested
vill enloy this excursion lntc tie history
wt. andscienceofwhibv,alerca”oein!
lnecl North AmerlcB’sfastestgmwOrvlng
~pcrts. Franks’ interests range bcm thy
18rsc”al rights cf modem cancelsts tc
:heeating habitscfthevcyaoeumcfok
“g many summers cl ex&& and
nanyvrinterscires&mh. rhetextls
llustrated with mcdem photographs.
nstructlvedrawings cl rlversituattons.
md “umercus hlstcdcal illustrations,
nany of them previously unpublished.
This Is a bmad and penetrating review
y a” expert. It la a book canctests. v#II,
lemess as well as white water, have
valted for- to read for pleasure and to
ceep brrafare”ce.“Erlc lwcrse $15.00
:lcth. $7.95 paper

rhls han~sc~eguidetccne~f On&to
~Idesta”dmcstbeautiMwmmu”lties
ww avaIlable lo the vlsitcr or the arm
:hak travsller In a paperback edition.
3rgani2edl”tothreetours,lhebcokpn
dents the hlstcdcal background 01 eael

xludl”g dtbl” tbe c”“taxt of the town’r
development. accompanied by fiftyalght criglnal full-page drawings. ‘Man!
~mv~lngs8rev~e~hfmmi”g: allarecar#
lul studies, restcrlng where practical tt
xlginal lines cf the structure.’ London
We Press We whole v&me is In USE
). vrct of art.’ St Cdherine’s Sfendard
37.95 (cloth $15.00)
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The Shute brothers in London, Ont.,
were pioneers in Vitamin E research.
Doctors Hoffer and Osmond in their
Saskatchewan clinic discovered megavitamin and orthomolecular therapy for
schizophrenia. The recent saccharin
ban, too, was a progressivestep. These
are all extremely controversial areas;
they may even be wrong. But surely a
climate that can produce that much
should beable to produce books that do
more than blandly reassure -and even
condone - canned spaghetti and instant potatoes.
And yet, if our health is as bad as the
statistics indicate (our life span is
apparently growing shorter again),
maybe we should all buy these books.
They could berbetter, but they’re good
enoughto help us substantially improve
our diets.
Before we bewail modern food too
much, we should look lone and hard at
what our ancestors had to-put up with.
SalPhur and Mola~scs is liot only the
tide of a pleasamly’an.ecdotal collection
of home remedia; it was also the vile
spring tonic forced down the throats of
generations of farm kids, along with
skunk .oil and, if you were unlucky
enough to get the croup, “pee and
goose grease” as an emetic.
The recipes in Canadian Colonial
’ Cooking. however, are complete
enough to let us get a taste of pioneer
life . . . end the savour is sweet. .The
recipes, some of which have been
slightly up-dated. are thoselused regulad in the kitchens of Ontario’s historicaIy.
snes under authentic conditions. It
isn’t a maudlin cry of “back to the
land” m argue that we would all be a lot
healthier if we ate like this. And maybe
then the tideaus covld cut their

. -.-._. -~ .-.. ~.-_-.-___

Margo
Oliver’s Weekend
Magazine Gookbook. Totem Books,
268 pages, $2.25 paper (ISBN 0 00
211632 4).
Pots 0 Pans v&b Ian and Judy
Jamieson, Hancock House, $4.95
paper (ISBN 0 919654 66 5).

By ADRIENJ~E~TEINBERGWHIL.~ RBAD~NG Ms. Oliver’s cookbook, I began m wish she had used her
Weekend Magazine format: a” intmduction to’the kind of food she was
presenting, some information on
methods of preparation, and a psragraph or two on this history of the
particular duisine if that was called for.
This book, however, is simply acompilation of 500 recipes selected from her
column along with some personal
favourites. It is straightfonvatd and
comprehensive, but uninspiring.
The recipes embrace a variery of;
cuisines with no special emphasis on
any particular country or style of cooking. The book is loosely organized btm
the usual categories of soups, appetizm. vegetables, salads, main dishes,
and deserts, but does not include any
discussion of foods, cooking techdiques, or kitchen equipment.
These gaps, which are clearly intentional, lead me to agree with Ms.
Oliver’s own description of her book es
a reference for those who’ve enjoyed
her cohnnn atid are tired of endless
clipping. It is not a book for people who
wish m improve their techniques. Obviously, she assumes the, reader will
know what m do when the hollandaise
curdles. This book is a decent collection fmm which to pluck the occasional
item, but not an essential addition m
your culinary library.
With a misnomer for a title and an
even more laughable subtitle (“Your
daily gourmet diet and exercise plan”),
Pofs % Pans looks like a blatant
promotional gimmick m showcase a
couple of CTV “stars’.’ and their TV
show. I can’t imagine what bait the
ant rs (or more likely, the nehvork)
used
7 o induce the publishers to put out
this book.
Nutrition, which would seem a
prime consideration in any.dll cookbook, is not even mentioned. Some of
the mc$cs aren’t bad; a few might be
appealmg additions to the dieter’s
menu. Bnttheso-calledexemiseplan is
a joke. Itconsistsofadoaen orsodingy

.
’

instamatic snapshots of Ian Jamieson
a matvellous exception. Much more
doing push-ups or waist bends, with than a cookbook, it gives an account
nary a hint about what he’s doing or the of folk history by explaining what the
best way to do it. The presmtation. eaily inhabitants of Nova Scotia ate and
while attractive, is evidently designed how they came by their foods. It pays
to disguise the fact that the book could homage to the various cultures that have
have brrn done in half the spa&. The settled in Nova Scotia - Indian,
nest of the book deals whh daily lists of French, English, German, Irish, Scotyour body’s measurements in IS-pqint tish, andhlegro - and explains a bit of
type and white space. All yours in sot? each tradition.
The recipes are often preceded by
cover for 84.95, a ripoff .at half the
amusing anecdotes tellina how the dish
price. 0
got its &me or the occa&n on which it
was traditionally hrved. For instance,
before the reci e for dark fruit cake,
Mrs. Nighting s e tells the story of an
old gent attending a wedding feast.
“He was helping himself time and
again to the dark;frtdt cake. For fear of
running short, the hostess decided to
offer him something else. ‘No thank
’ he said. ‘This brown bread’s
g”ob enough for me’.” There are many
Out of old Nova Swtia Kitchens,
delightful stories -and even a sauerby Marie Nightingale, Pagmisn Fress,
212 pages, $5.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88932 lmut song.
Aside from the fun of reading it and
o-l4 6).
The Qld Ontario Cookbook. by the value of its history lessons. Out of
Muriel Breckenridge, McGraw-Hill Old vVovo Scoria Kitchens also offers
good recipes - and excellent variety,
Ryerson. 247 pager, $14.95 cloth
with such unusual things as eel soup,
(ISBNO 07 082422 3).
By NAPICY EAGLES
BY AND LAROE. cookbooks don’t make
fascinating reading - even for cooks.
But Our of Old Now Scodo Kimhens is

skirl in the pm, andyate’ d lo ropure.
One of the recites I tried and enioved
was for calf’s’foot jelly, which &as

&bated to Lady Wentworth, wife of
El;oxitorofNovaScoha fmm 1792

Tkc Old Ontario Cookbook presents
traditional Canadian cooking that’q a

‘liltle on.the plain side, not too hard dn
tdcers, not too kind to dieters, andvery
tasty food. Muriel Breckenridge’s
@de makes use of some of the cheaper
cots of meat, readily available vegfubles. and common canned goods. A
quick reading of the recipes reminds
one of high-school ‘home-economics
classes. Although some recipes arc a bit
boring, there are good ideas for corn
bining foods that are frequently on
hand. For instance, don’t be fooled by
the name: sausage upside-down cake is
delicious.
Surprisingly, the book is rather
heavy on sweets. Of 221 pges of
recipes, about 114 pages are devoted to
desserts, sweet rolls, or candie. That
seems,disproportionate to me, but I
appreciated the variety of recipes for
quickbreads and muffins.
The Old Ontario Cookbook merits a

place on your kitchen shelf for a couple
of masons. First, it won’t cause you to
break your food budget; and second, it
is continient both in terms of availability of ingredients and time spent on
preparation. It is the sort of cookbook
one would turn to when dashing in the
door wanting to prepare a pleasant
family meal without a lot of flurry. The
irony is that this basic, down-to-earth
cookbook costs as much as it does. 0

Q. Wtit line best descrtber the Canadian gwemment’s heavy subsidization of the arts?
A. “While you’re up, get me a smnt.”
Sl5.000 - to Andre I&&muck, Trot&iviefes. P.Q., for II +tbUity study on Quebec Council Grants.
85.500 -to Penticton. B.C. &ltst Isaac Urns, because his name tiunded familiar.
$300 -to ‘Y)ccupant.” GeneralDelivery. N.W.T., for sacwsfully filling out hb initial form to the Council.
$I,600 --to Goon Lake, B.C. poet Althea Ifitsore. for her volume. ‘Trilogy -Four Poems.”
65.75 - to Ottavra cabbiehlw Hulk, for hisvocalpresentatton,“My Meter Is Still Running. Jerk.”
8lO.000 -to John Dunce, Toronto, Ont., for his 16mm film, “Elwood Glow% Remembers.”
$50 -to Chuck U. Farley. Hamilton. Ont. Jr. High. so that himay complete his essay entitled. “How I Spent My Summer.”
$450,000 -to the St. Catharines, Ont. Symphony, just for a&ii for it.
85,000 -to the Kingston. Ont. Penitentiary Writer Coop Ior a documentary 6n the last prison riot.
$lOO,OOO --in mlscel.laneous costs for the Canada Counell booklet.
$4.000 -to industrialist Cyrus Eaton for hi0 book, “put& Money-Making Ideas.”
05,000 -to Jske Yarmulke. Toronto. Ont., for his shrdy of the impact of Canadian inrlture on a typical U.S. community
(West Palm Beach. Fla.).
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TUNDRA BOOK $2.95
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Who says fine words don’t butter
parsnips? Mme: Benoit knows better
FOR TEARS now, Madame Jehane Benoit has been one of Canada’s bestselling authors. Some 200,000 copies
of her cookbooks can be Found on
I&hen shelves from coast to coast. The
latest batch of recipes From her hot
typewriter is Illme. Jehone Benoit’s
Complerr Heriroge o f Canudinn
Cooking (John Wiley & Sons, 125
pages. $14.95). After savooring some
ofthe contents, Books in Canuda asked
Toronto journalist and Food-lover
DuBarty Campau to chat with the first
lady oFt$~nadian cooking.
Books in Canada: It1 sour recent book
yo~rc hnlr recipes f&m France and
Eng faod and Canada.
Mme. Benoitt And Roumania.
MC. And Ireland and Greece and Ihe
Orienr. Do you feel 1ha1 fbese recipes
oreprqwr~y o Canadian her&ge?

Mme. Benoit: They are because they
are all made here, but they are not made

“A

exactly as ihey are in those countries.
BiC So you inrerprer them?
Mta;a.Benoit: I ad&r them to
BiC: Fro,i your book, I notice that
,~voorr don’t scorn convenience foods.
Mme. Benoitt No I don’t. The word
“convenience” tells you that this is a
Food you can use to make a shortcut in
doing things, but it doesn’t mean that
you should just open the packagq, add
water, shake and bake, or throw m the
oven.
Bit2 Yarl& ’ ‘conve&xce foods’ ’ 0s
a basicform. then.

Mme. Be&t: As a base,‘yes, to save
time and money and becausg today we
cannot dd everything. But I refuse to
accent them as Food that you iust ooen
and ‘put on the table, or &&I up ‘and
serve. This 1 won’t qcept.

Charles Taylor’s SIX JOURNEYS explores
the careers of six Canadians who went against
the grain of their society and found a SUP
taining vision in other cultures. Taylor’s
subjects include:
BRIGADIER JAMES SUTHERLAND
BROWN. Canadian military planner, who
projected a major invasion of th& UniTed
States in the 192O’s.,
EISHOP WILLIAM WHITE, Anglican
missionary, who assembled the Chinese
collection for the Royal Ontario Museum.
JAMES HOUSTON, author of The White
Dawn and Ghost FOX, and a central figure in
the development of Eskimo art.
HEREERT NORNI\AN, diplomat, humanist
and Japanese scholar, who committed suicide
cll;;gs the Communist witch hunts of the
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Mme. Benoit: That’s it. For instance,
often I take a cqmmercial chocolate
pudding and I use one cup of milk and
one cup of cold, left-over coffee. and it
makes a mocha cream that is jest
delicious.
c
BiC: Anorhfr #dog that inreresred me
about this book is whof you do with
wgembles. You say lo use a bif ofsugar
in almosr all of them.
Mmc. Benoit: Well, that is because I
am a food chemist by profession and I
have learned ,that all vegetables potatoes, green peas. or anythibg else
-have an amount of natural sugar in
their camposition. Bat about 20 minutes after they leave the ground, they
start to ,lose that natural sugar, which
gives them their flavour. If you pul
sugar with them you give them back
what they have lost: if you put salt in
them your destroy their flavour and
texture.
BiC: You also use lors of herbs and
SPiCE?S.

I

Benoit: Oh yes. that’s my
French background.

Mme.

BIG: But you how somefhing
worked out there. haven’t you?

special

EMILY CARR, the well-known painter of
Indians and West Coast life.
’ SCOTT SYMONS, writer, traveller, historiari
of the Canadian heritage, social and sexual
rebel.
Through the experience of thesesix. Taylor
traces the outlines of a Canadian pattern of
living, revalant to all of us.

Wiliiam French. Globe& Mail

. . . a quirky, fartnating book in which Taylor writa% whh
prmpathy and sdmimtlon for htr subJmts . . .

Ken Adachi. Tomnto Star

. . . Tayloh S/xJowneys Ira beaurifully cntad and splendidly
nrsarchsd chronicle of six differant, bllt timat&@ not

difdimi’aranadlanr

I

J.L. Granatstein, Guill & Outm

New from H~UOB of ANANStlS14.95 &l&I45 papsr.
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Mme. Be.ooit: Those you can never
spend enough money on. I find so many
women, they go into a store and look at
knives for 30 cents, 69 cents or $4.
They say, “I’ll take the oneat 69 cents.
Four dollars is loo much for a little
knife.” But they’re buying trash,
where if they spent $4, they would have
tbe knife for IO or 15 years and’it will
always cot. It’s one of the most important utensils in the kitchen.
BiC: I sol? you teacIting children. on

Mnte. Benoit: Yes. I always ask mysclE “What nationality is that vege-

tablelr?” If it’s from India I’msure it will
take to cony. Or if it’s from Turkey or
Armenia. well then you want garlic. If
it is Italian. you can use basil if it’s
delicate or oregano if it’s strong. I use a
lot of chives and loads of parsley
because they are used in all countries. If
you don’t know where your vegetables
wme from. look in the dictionary and it
will tell you.
BiC: IV/tat trttwsils do yott consider
esscntia~ in (I k!tchm?

If ;oo want the simplest
things. you need two or three wooden
spoons and three whisks - large,
medium and small - good handles.
You don’t need a blender and all that
staff. Well. it’s wonderful if you have
it. but you don’t need it.
Bi6: IV/mt oborc; knives?
Mm. Benoit:

-_~
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vilsou USI
in Booth 54 at the C.L.A.
Convention and in Booth 101
at the C.B.A.Convention
to see our Fall ‘77 Titles. . .

television, how to ckop ondpeel vegetables and you showed them how to
hold their knivesproperlyfor each little
thing they did. I was impressed by that
bemuse I think that many people who .
tind cooking dificult kove never
Ieorned the basic rituals.

Cooking schools are apt
to teach their students how to make
steak Diane, which is very difficult, or
filet mignon with Hollandaise sauce.. A
woman who hasn’t already learned to
cook well jut can’t do it. She needs the
.basics. I will tell her, “Find a good
basic book.” Ifshe doesn’t know one, I
will, shy as I am to do so, tell her,
“Take the Emyclopaedio of Canadian
Cooking that 1 wrote and do one or two
nxipea a week. But don’t just do the
cooking, study the beginnings of each
chapter because there you sre’going to
find the techniques, the foundations of
cooking.” If you don’t know;he basics
of cooking, you work too much at it and
you get bored with the whole business.
To enjoy cooking, you must be creative, but before you can be cmative. you
must know the basics. 0
Mme. Benoit:

WA---

lANCE TODAY IN CANADA
,y dancer/Photographer Andrew
lxenham with text by international
lance critic Michael Crabb
* large format photographic book
’ 168 full-size outstanding photos
’ 20 dance companies show the diverrity of 'dance today in Canada’
’ historical and reference material
* AUGUST 1977 PRINTING
13 X 13, Illustrated, 228 pp.
ISBN O-88924-059-0, $29.95 cloth

by Morris Wolh

CanLit ramblings,historical slants,
and a book that’s proudly soporific
IT’S FIVE

yertrs now since Robert Fulford. David Godfrey. and Abraham
Rotstein’s Read Canadian: A Book
Abotu Cattodian Books and Margaret
Atwood’s Surriml: A Thonotic Guide
to Canadian Literuture were published. Both those books were aimed at
thegeneral reader. What’s been needed
since then is a more detailed guide to
Canadian materials that would be useful in the classroom - particularly in
the classrooms of those who had little
exposure to things Canadian in their
university and leacher-training programs. Unfortunately. Paul Robinson’s.
After Survivolz A Teseher’s Guide to
Canadian Resources (Peter Martin
Associates, 329 pages. $8.95) is not it.

Aper Survival is a rambling! preachy,
sloppily written and orgamzeti book
that would be half as long and twice as
good had someone at PMA taken the .
tmuble to edit it. I mean really edit il.
There’s no way. as Robinson, a research associate at the Atlantic Institute
of Education, demonstrates over and
over again, that any one person could
know enough to do justice to the
resource material in 25 different subject
areas. The book b?gins with the sentence: “The acclamation which followed the publication of Margaret
Atwood’s Surviwd . . . is a devastating
comment on the Canadian psyche.” It
doesn’t get much better than that. I
wish it were possible to convey the

atJESTIONS KIDS ASK
FOR THOSE WHO CARE TO
LISTEN by Douglas Barry Spanoar
t for every parent and macherand child, tad
’ 38 delightful photos oi kids
. questioos from kids on parants.
teachers, sex and love. violence,
divorce. government ate.
* AUGUST 1977 PRINTING
B X 8. Illusnated, 96 PP.
ISBN 0-88924461-2, $6.95 cloth
ISBN O-88924-0604. $4.95 paper
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badness of this book in a brief review.
But it isn’t. All I can do is suggest you
browse through it yourself in your local
bookstore. In the long run, twaddle like
#cr Surviwl does more m harm
cultural nationalism than to help it. As
Douglas Bush wished half a century
ago. may cultural nationalists such as
these all become afflicted with writer’s
Cramp.
::’ ::i 0
Bondman’s Land by Keith Floyd
(Tree Frog Press, $4.95 cloth) is a
children’s bedtime story that actually
puts children to sleep. Or so h claims.
And in. ease we have any doubts, sn
appendu to the book informs us that
“the sleep-inducing effectiveness of
Swdmun’s Land has been established
and documented in a doctoral research
study.. . . Pre-sleep times in response
to the story were compared with those
for Dr. Scuss’sSleq~ Book. . . . holving thirty-six subjects listening to taperecorded readings of both stories on
alwrnate nights, the study clearly demonstrated the soporific superiority of
Stmdman’s Land.” The book is based
on the principles of progressive relaxation. A five-inch-tall bulldozer driven
by Mr. Sandman slowly moves over the
body of a child covering it with sand
until he or she drifts off to sleep.
Whatever one thinks ofthe introductory
materials and Ihe appindices, rhe poem
iaelf is rather nice:

original inhabitants of Canada were
savages of a very low order.” The
Ontario Public School History OF
Canada (1910) elaborates on that view:

BEEN going through some old
Ontario public and high-school texts
picked up in a junk store. The 1917
edition of The Ontario High School
Ancient History by George Willis
Botsford, Ph.D., begins by stating that
“history is chiefly concerned with
pmgmss. It has 10 do, therefore, wirh
those nations only which have outgrown their primitive savagery.” In A
First Book of Canadian History
(1928) the distinguished historian W.
Stewart Wallace informs students rha1
“on rhe whole, it is clear rhat the
I’VE

All Indians \VUT wy rupcrsd~ious. hwiy svsnge &as &mu n~we. T h e y
tboughIdlatb~.besnls.andreptile.were
Iikeme~Tbus,mladimhybcmknmvn
m make a long speech of apology m a
wounded bear. They thought. 10% Ihat in
lakes. rive?, and waterfalls dwell the
sptrhs of liilng beings. and they suave 10
win the favour of these by mems of @I%
Dmamrplnyedan impcmant partinfhe life
of the Indian. They told him Ihe ewe of
diseaws.. taught him Ihe p&ion and plans
of his enemy. or the haunrr d his gmm.
The Indian’s ideaofr Supreme Beingvms
not a hiih one. \Yha hc tried to think of
the One who made the world. he bmught
Him down m the level of B msn. The
Indian hrd no one word m exprsrrthe idea
of God: the word Manilou mean! anything
which he thought of as having mme than
human pow=. Such were the people
whom the Dioneus of our own nce found
lording ii over Ihe Nerd Amerimn
condnent. . . . Thii unmned savage of Ihe
fortsl could IIOL bring hhnself to submit u)
the msvrina of Eumpean life.

3

I wonder what things in the history
texts my kids are studying will seem as
foolish to future browsers. 0

by .Davld Hehvig
,

I

,
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Some reflection5 on b&k reviewing and
remembrances of,good times long past %

CANADIAN ART
AND PHOTOGRAPHY
ARTlCiES BY AND ABOUT
UNUSUAL PEOPLE
WITH UNCONVENTIONAL
APPROACHES TO:
SOCIAL ISSUES

SPORTS, POLITICS
ENTERTAINMENT
SURVIVAL
WORK. HEALTH

‘I

PLUS:
FICTION,POETRY
CHILOREN’SSTORIES
HISTORY. HUMOUR
REVIEWS
. . . AND MORE

ON SALE AT NEWS-STANDS
AND BOOKSTORES NOW
MAKARA, 1011 Commercial Dr.

Vancouver, British Columbia
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Price, by R&hard Goal, Square
Deal Press, 186 pages, $9.95 cloth
(ISBN 0 920078 09 5) and $4.95 paper
(ISBN 0 920078 08 7).
Sandbars, by Gonah McFee, Macmillan. 357 pages. $11.95 cloth (ISBN
07705 1519 3).
I USUALLY manage m write this column

without knowing tpo much about orher
opinions of the first novels that are in
my hands. I skip newspaper reviews
and don’t wttally run into people who
have read the novels before I have. But
this month I failed. During a couple of
days in Toronto, I found myself with
those who had read or were reading
both Price by R&hard Go01 and
Sandbars by Oonah M&e.
The result is fhat I find myself
confronting the opinions of others as 1
hy m work out my own ideas, and even
,find I am speculating on the whole point
of reviewing. Do all of us compulsive
reviewers simply want m prove that we
have opinions?
A review has as many purposes as
conversation, and I suppose any reviewer assumes that whoever reads the
piece is answering back from sentence

m sentence. I often imagine the voice of
the writer lalking back to me, especially since rhe writer of a first novel is
less likely to be immune m reviewers
than those who have been reviewed
mOlZOfte&
In the dedication 10 Price, Rkhard
Go01 says that rhe book took a little
more than 24 years m write. To echo
Mary McCarthy, that’s at least 20 years
too long. Perhaps that much time is
necessary to the creation of a masterpiece (rhoughidoubt it)butPrice is not
a masterpiece.
It is a novel in the tradition ofConrad
or Ford Madox Ford (not the most
common of traditions .&se days) and
presents itself in a way that is mundabout and leisurely. The story of a Hindu lawyer in South Africa during the
1930s and 1940s. it is told by an
unimportant minor character (Goal’s
Marlow) who has appointed himself as
the biographer of his friend Henry
Naidoo.
At its best, the book has descriptive
power and some real dram& richness;
but for me it was more oowerful in its
individual moments than in its sum.
Published by the author’s own small

.-
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press in Charlottetown, it is printed in a
smzs serif type that is hard to read and
somehow it kept slipping away, like a
wet bar of soap ioa hot shower. Neither
tnnio?y: nor my mind could really latch
It made me think about effect of
publlShingeircumstances aodaccidents
on a book’s success. Price, published
hem by a wltertmined outside Canada
and telling a story about politics in a
decaying bastion of the British Empire,
invites
comparison
with Ian
McLachlan’s Tile Sewntlz Hexagram.
To me it is as good a hook and
politically it is much more serious. But
published by the author, in Charlottetown. it has about as much chance of
success as Hugh Gamer has in the
Olympic marathon.
Suzdbars. on the other hand, has
heen launched with the best that Macmillan can offer. including statemenu
of praise from Margaret Laurence,
Malcolm Ross, and Dennis Lee. While
Ididn’t read much of William French’s
review in the Toronto GlobeondMail,
the headline was laudatory. Yet a
couple of people I met in Toronto who
were reading it said at least slighdy
smppy things about it. Perhaps the
function of a publicity campaign is to
send you out to boy the book so YOU can
disa me.
A\er all this, I should be able to say
that it’s a lousy book, fuss over no-

_.i_
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thing. But I can’t. It’s a very good
book. Of a certain kind. It has little in
the way of plot or breadth of social
blicbground or dramatic structure. It is
an tmpassmtted and Stylish attempt to
get at the past. togiip it and understand
it, and to understand the need to.go
back. What did it all meao? Whem is it?
How did I come to be where I am?
Those are the questions asked by Hannah. the book’s narrator and central
character.
Hannah grew up in a pleasant and
apparently happy family b-Ottawa and
at a cottage in the Gatineau hills during
the 1920s and 1930s. The book opens
with Hannah, alone after the end of her
marriage: living in Toronto and
_
rememhenng.
Sandbars reminds me of’ Hugh
Hopd’S Tire Swing in the Garden in its
intense desire lo get at just how things
were, to lay hands on the rich undercurrettts within a family. It is more
emotional than Hood’s book, less of a
detached documentary; but it shares a
fascination with fact and the psychologtcal and philosophical importance of
the personal past. Both books are about
lost innocence:

That sort of thing was supposed to have
been des$o~M. in 1914. It made me
wonder If e “mocence of the loved
.and protected middle-class child exists,
only to be destroyed, in every generation of OW society.
The later sections ofsondbors. those
imrohring the narrator’s ‘brother and
parents and her hurtful love for them are
real and poignant and wise. And that’s
enough. 0
1
,

BECAUSE OF severe space limitations.
correspondents are urged to be as brief
LLC possible. The editon resewe the
right to make abr.idgements where
necessary. Omissions are indicated by
ellipses.
A LONG DOUBLE LIFE
Sir:

t to acquire a better underof vision, the interpreter
vision which ate often.
living and gives exercues

’ by Alan Ebed
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bookaellws y&u afm year. h our judge
mm,. A r’oy D&k fife will be of SonliNing
imeres, and therefore belongs In Ihc LaUr&M
Libwry. The list price of S3.95 is neeesrw beU”S.2 Of dle size of the prlndng.
Mr. Surguy also r&s dn, We ere making no
,ul eNon m ge,ourspecid edidon of Who Has
Stun rhc IVhd more widely dhbibuled 10 tie in
with the fonhmminr? movae. I am happy u) advise ,ha, this is noi the case and tli5we are
opdmlsdc *a, om spxiul edidon intended 10 lie
in vzida Ihe movie will rrcelve Ihe wlda, possible
dlleibudon.
I would be graeful if you weld b;ing lhese
poinu 10 the awnlion ofyourreaders. In spke of
these ,wo poinu of disagreemen,. I mngmllllatc
Phil Suguy on ,he prep~ntion of this infcrms
live ml&.
1. \V. Baker
ToKmkl

F~UTTING

YOUNG

sir:
Ian Young’s snicle on nnsorshi~ (April) desc,x, a ,ebunal on d,e b&s of ID diihmesty
alone. Mr. Young dacriber High ?imes = e
magazine du, ‘*. . rrporu on drug u.age (marijuana. cocaine. and such)” and be qunes ks
cdibx’s assenion that the magazine doer no,
encourage dnrg use. Thl, is nonacnre and You
Ix~ows I,! .Y@ i?mcs is slick. glossy. an%
mlmuful. To argue thrt i, does no, e?ccuage
dmg use is like arguing dm, Yogue magazine
re
on fvbiin bit, d&s no, pr6me il.
P m Young suggescnr lhatobsceniry laws should
no loyr ,amdn on the books. I am no, tuguing
La, ,hesc laws have not been arbitnuily m im-

ins

well Y popular magazines.) However. when IZand 13.year-old cbildra have dw opponunily 10
peruse High Times. I am mxemed. Wb~lha
Mr. Young likes i, m no,. children need dlrrelion and in our free and very ComplWr rOCie,Y,
even good pareno find i, difficult 10 mntml the
kinds of muudes their children are colrrislendy
etpored IO. If obxml,y laws ar$ dropped.fmm
rhc bo& (Y Mr. Yame ruggalr), if w Slmply
refuse m &wd,c poleit ial harm many prinbzd
nwuisl, ,h& ho6 em we possibly justify
renrining win books or magatiina 10 adults?
Mr. Young inrise on wking a veq indi nan,
v,,i,ude mrvvd ,he recen, pmsecu,mn o‘c the
bo& Skew NC. He seem, m feel tha, prosecu,i.m by Ihc mlboritles is synonymous wilh “persecaion.” Wb3, be fails u) mendon is ,be fact
lha, ,be publisha’svicmry in lhir ca3e was also I
vicwry for ,hose of UI who don’t like censmship.
md rbm lnrludes some $rbe muhwida.

Ian Young’s anicle is a dnmvback ID. dne
1960s when nu,hori,ivj rem “pigs” and indivldual fmzdotln wes “king.” Bu, %a is 1917.
Many of dwre penple who fought ftx mlemnm
and freedom in Ihe 1960s believe tha, the Is&es
of the 1970s ti no, so dear-ea. ID black md
white. Mr. +g,ls no, a simple champion of
frrcdom.Heissaym~“MIaunf~edom*any
WI,.” Tbha kind D self-mdulgence wen, ou,
wilh the sixdes.
Anne Hlks
Ki,chmer. Ont. :

OUKSF'OTLIGHTMISSED
Sir:
I find i, pasrlng s,range tha, Ian Young’s piece

on aworship (April) should q pecer ncx, m our
id fm the Canadian Thmwe Review. pardculady as Ihe most mcem issue of CTR focused on
censorship in ,hea,re and since my piece was m
open lens Lo an Miniw of lus,iee. m ,he
mvbwiel A,mmey-Geneml. and m Ibe Low ReParm Commission of Canada.
Perhap!, we a, 0-R are mer$y “” 9’ $e
“handful of which Mr. Yom speaks m his
Sna, remence; But devoling a” e”,n’e issue 10 Ihe
lopie he is righlly concerned about ceneinly desaves more lhan we go,.
Jcqh 0. Glem
Dean. FacuRy of Fine Am
York u+~;~

L

’ .
’

GIVEANDTAKE
Sii:
In his March column. Len Gasparlni allow Ihc
made, ,o infer dm, I am the au,ha of Lexington
Hero under ,he pacudonym of Tom Walmsley.
Bullshit. lie lhen gou 10 say that Wabnsley’s
style and mine en? “cenainly similar.” a nnim
iha, is possibly insulting m us both, I’m nn sure.
Gasparbd or you could bavc &ad up the ma,,er wilh a phone calI 10 Walnrrley. Pulp Resr or
me. Failing’even ,h& you could have spelled my
name contc,1y. sloppy. sloppy. sloppy.
Doug Fedw.rIi;;

KASYPOTSHOT
Sic
Such a pleru”n,-as always. 10 *,a,, ca,cbllg up
on my rrsding wi,b Books in Camd~d Ymooe
pmducing a journal that is lhom
md a mol, BCNIBr dk2lm T
0 I~C eh~aed
ml life of %s country.
I, was with ahmced pleasure. themfor& 10
discover in your April issue lhat Books In
Cm&a rbarcs thc’culrunl auiludes of most of
us while, bmn-in-Canada liberal inlelleclualf.
The cmmon on page 10 reinforces the n&n, If
indeed it mcdr reinfacemen,, that us while
folks are the cl”iliKd vlcdlm in a world inaearingly dominati b y nher races (in, this care
Black AMcans) who are inberenlly cmel. thllklipped. and cmnibalislic.
My mngmnda,ions on your ,sslC and on your
abilily ,o gauge ,hc mood o$,he coun,ry.
As&iopEfiz
Schwl of loumalijm
Carlernn Lh,~iwrs~~~
Bdila’s MIC: We are ruilabfy withered by Prr$
Rlrd’srrrrcdm. He willbe gfadmknmv w now
have dtrown ml, a/f aw “Take m e 10 yn’
lmde? c#kmsforfear~@dimg Martians
and a,, our dwrKrf,md mr,oms for far of
@endbag Ne@mdlanders.
RE: coIwDERA+IopIs
Sir:
We wmu 10 thank you wy much for Charhale
! Sykes’ review of Done!d Kudng’s l71e Powr
m Make ir Happen (February).
Any r&ew 4 be,,er lhan no m&w. and normally OUI policy is ,o Ie, Ihe views of rhe reviewer smnd on their own mexbs.
However, in this case I lhink jour readers
should be given an opponunity m Fully apple
ciate Ihe bms of Ule revinver and the ppbl,wn
fmm which she s e&s.
Sykes sm,es ,g a, a full third of Ihe book is
dewred ,o the au,hor’s salmy pmblems. She
, a-n. Kealig was immducing a radical approach
m commumly organizing and was vmrkmg a, i,
on a full-lime b&ii. He had a emuan wilh the
communily organizalion. bu, on numemui occa
slons the funds 10 w him wue IID, available.
Keadng drove a cab during Ihe day 10 feed hS
family .and worked for Ihe communily a, nigh,.
Does Ms. Sykes ddl Iha, MvKeating should
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have worked for nothing: doer she. as a onetime
assistsn, ID M aldemmn who is cridcii (fairly.
we ,hib,k) by Mr. Kaing. belime dm, only en
alderman and bls s~affshould be paid?
Your readers should know ,ha, Ms. Sykes
worked for John Sewell and was Paid (pm
haps by Sewll. who ir paId by mqmyers). All
Kminr
WY lookine for was lbr. same con~.
I
ndemuon.. .
We 8, Green Tree ddpkit heabhy fa revIewa
wih various and illlen, backgrounds m 10,
view good Canadian books. We do ihb, ha
ever, ti, Lhey shoulll idemify their bins so Ua,
the Mder cm fully_ a,weciate the ecrrpeclive
fmmwhiihduycoannmm,.
_
w. H. P. Par
Green Tree Publishing
,Tomnm

’

I was shocked by ,be venomous auack of yw
miewer Mr. Bondar on tmy handbook] The
Longuqe Tree (March). May I point out ,hu
d,e lex, is ,he result of 10 yeas’ canfid reKveh
inu, ,be Engliih language necds of seandayschool sludems: ,hat i, was field-lcrwd by a learn
of experienced En$ik.h lcachem and 150 +busiastlc senior Engbsh swdems: and uI;u 1, vms
cplrfully read by Dr. C. E Senbom. a senior
English professor a, Ibe Uniwsiry of Wcstem
Onurlo. and by Don Guaerklge. wmemporay
Canadian au,hor and professor of Engliih a, Allhouse College of Education in London. One of
,he Englirh edi,ors of the tex, bar already done P
wnsidcrable aman, of editing fw SRA. . .
I should like 10 deal witi Ms. Bondu’r objetIIOM to the ,ex, mare or less in Ihc ordei in
which she ba nlsed these objeaions. .
Forlhe a,,, I,m,&o&. I would ,eferher 10 ,be
cumn, editions of 771~ bfacmillan Handbook I#
En&b. Ihc Harbmn Colkge Hcm&ook lix
McGrawHill .%ndbo& qf Englih 0mdim
edidon) and Ihe prrnrin-Hall Handbwk @r
Writers (6,h edilion. 1974). Bach utilizes-the
exercises ula, Ihe mlewer claims do nM “prop
erly” belong in a handbook. Each of these cwrcn, handbooks also uscl ,he Reed and Kellogs
melhod of diagmmming (an analydc, nn a
*‘me” medwd) ,ha, M s . Bondv spurns =
“ou,dawd since 1954.” “invalii” iyld ?minrigh,fd.” Thtst diagrams am uitc valid.
avile effective. and e&Iv
- cam. 2il ended bv
nudenlr.. . .

.

. -___-.__. _._

Three of tbe~e four hadbooks conbd,, acomIcte pmdigm for En@shverb tenses. while the
Paunb uses M abbrevuted pandigm. Thg scbolark who wvtz these texts do not s~~ear m rrglrd
the clr&c p.YPdigm of verb tenser a ‘Xwb
i;lpc.” Each of lhere hnndbookr also recognizes
the future tenses aS pm of the conjugation of an
English verb; Bnd none of them ures the term
medal IO refer 10 verbs expressing future time.
May I Suggest tint Ms. Bondat re-examine the.
twm modal. which is properly connected with
tie mood of a verb rather than with its tense or
time? MN$z/ is the tijcctiw meaning mwd;
m?diy ir the noun. Tenenr. on the other band.
afm arlctly to tim+‘both in the sense of when
an faction occun and thz duration of the
action. .
The “cursory” infomatton about parts o f
SQ:Oeh md Se”lc”Ce S,eme”ts OcC”Qi= the 6nt
I40 pges of the text - brtdly “cws.xy.” The
intention of the book ia not bxlusivc. nor does it
at my point make that praeece. It
the
information tbal my mllqmes and I have found
nsrcrsq s SUQQD~ for the literature and writ’
“$
QXWSmS bttbe wniorgmdader.. . .
Unlike MS. Bond%, I have no “bone to
pick.” A grat deal of admimble rcholvly rcrcvch i n ansform~lional.gener~~ gmmmlr
and in pycho-semamies is currently in
I hwe. however. elsted the uaditlcmapmd~~~
tlvc awmach in The Lmwwe 7ke for sevenI
porn Silingreurms:
_ _
1. &c studemS who enter secondary school at
Q_t. when they have P foundation in Iannlwce. have been taueht in the tmditlcmal
&&tive plttem. 1. The majority of Bnglllh teachen is also
familiar with the traditional drscripive pttern. but not with the mnsfommtiod

_~_~_-_-

rept that of a doan pther books fom+y
III,” does not contnbute umquely to IP

to
R

.& a gmmmatlcal thedrlst. researcher. and
teacher. I .enluated only the major Qmblenu I
found in 7% .La#g8.%ge Tree.
T h e pmi%ssorial arsistmce given m TLT
shown the age of io research into Bnglllh grammSr. Much mdm insirhtful and Mttnble reseach and teaching stiategia hmbeen wailable to Bnglish ~&lam since 1954 (and much
evliu in E+woQe). I question the place of dated
material under TLT’s 1976 mp@gM.
The use of d;ued diagmmmty in handbeaks
Such as Macmillan’s, Hakmce, Rentice-Hall.
etc.. ir no reason to prpetuate it. Reed and

lyatch.fo; . . .
ZANADIAN CHILDREN’S
ZNNUAL 1978
cover by Ken Danbyl

)aper - $495 cloth - $3.95

Kellogg dimmming may be comprehended by
students. However, when awuple of dsada

iontains

3 . h e abet riiodern languages ore curmttly
being taught in baditional terminology. and
the confusion In the StudenD’ minds if leach-

es-s ofEn@lish lanauaae should elect ditTa’ent

terminology wouTd bg tare indeed.
4 . Tbc wand@ teals fm English-language
reference ivz written in tmditlonal terminalogy - the handbo&s I have mentloncd, the
standud bo& of uswe.. and the unabridged

’

ins.

lhose language handbooks that me verb
diims do ~0 without the btfmmation avSt $”
able
fmm second-language teaching mearch. Agbin.
the fat, that %me hmtdbooks may not reflect
current raearch ir no reuon to follow suit.
A few technicSI RUIWXS:
I. The word awdt7/ is a Iegitbnate term recogni7x.d by modem gmmmwbms u an “op.
that vab constituent such ss time, ten%
and number mmke:era.”
2. Although the timt 140 pager deal with parts

of spzech. i&wnm&n aboul them is cw

r&v. The included exercises outnumber the

inf&matlon without adding to it.
3 . I tind Mm. ~lhomQSO,,‘S “eomQ&tg Msons” neither mmpelliy nor complele be-

ewe tbev are bmccuate and do nn inuc’ duce &y’s teacher and Studc~ts to a langulp ~wrenesf deeper than that ‘Qreviously
wadable on tie mmkel.

dietionnks.
5. There is. as pt. insuficient evldace of the

eKcct of tmnSfmmati.~nSl-genemtlve gmm
mar on repding habhs and vacabtduybuilding skillr.. . .
As an editor. you annot undo whatever you
may hxc accomplished by ublishing what I cm
only regard ar an un~m P.
ess~mul iUld inmmpxcnt piece of reviewing. You might, h-v,
twonstder M editorial policy that endorses a Rview such ss Ms. Bond%? bar written. for you
thereby dPjrmy your oIYD r&m,, d’etre - Lo

THIRTY

YEARS @am now gotne b r i g h t

CanLit student may well be submitting
a Ph.D. thesis entitledEcovers, Bcclrs,

and Fur: Canadian Women Writers of
the 1970s. Readers are invited to sag

gest orher possible Canadian thesis
topics for the yeai 2007. The topics
need not be restricted to literature. The
winner will receive $25 and $25 goes to
Henri Pilon of Toronto for this idea.
Address: CanWit No. 24. Books in
Cana&. 366 Adelaide Street East,
‘Toronto M5A 1N4. The deadline is
Aug.
31.
*
RRWLTiOFCANWIT NO. 22
cut cjuEsr for appropriate mottoes for
real Canadian places yielded an excellent response and an biformative letter
fmm the pponymy division of the
federal Department of Energy, Mines,
and Resources. Toponymy, it turns
out, is the study of place-names, or
toponyms, and the diyision has more
tbti 260,000 of.them in its working
files. W. B. Yea. the division’s head of

ZANADA’S MONSTERS
paper - $495
new cloth edition - $7.95

firm favourites

...

ZANADIAN CHILDREN’S
4NNUAL 1977
c6ver by Toiler CqfXfOn
Iape! - $495 cloth - $8.95
DAVID, WE’RE
PREGNANT!
101 cartoons by Lynn
Franks - $2.95
‘WHEN’S THE LAST
TIME YOU CLEANED
X?!!?rKZE&! James
Simpklns - $2.93
GENERALS DIE IN BED
fiction by Charles Yale
Harrison - .$I.95
3RDER NOW!
Belford Book
Distributing Co. Ltd.,
11 Boulton Ave.,
Toronto, Ont. M4M 214

.!
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_ 35 Dalewood Crescent.
Hamllton, Ontario L8S 485

.
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resexch. tells us that Bolswe~, C+,

vhich was quoted to our example, 1~ III
fact P reconsidered toponym: ’ Our file
contains B letter from the postmaster.
dated 1905. in which he says the place
was once known as Onnacome.‘~
We also received a delightful poem
From J. E. Richardson ofToronto about
a romantic trip to Newfoundland:
A visir 10 Conccpdon Say

friend.”
t:l~k. Om.: “Where lime filer.”
Cotp.xw. 5sk.: “pms il smile on your face.”
Cbanpc bland. N”d.: “Is as good ar .RSL”
o WildOoore, OR,.: “Fmlhetimeofyourlifc.”
o Tihiw. N M . : “Overlooks the’ gMlrr
q
q
q

__.._~._.

_~

..__.

t

Honoombie mentions:
Lrry’s Nose. Nftd.: “You couldn’t ptck m
nicei plnce.”
o ~dws,Nose. Nfld.: “Tbc low” like no
q

HtiourH&our. Ntld.: “Come come m u) a

q

a kwdy lovely

mivn ,mvm*

- Fela oooie. ollawa

cqu ns busy dm!lghour dir day:
A& rhcn u s,+u Ifmr~‘sDelighr
Brorykrurnu,,onnri~~hwtrhenlghl.
Thr cud rc~~dr cfddr has mEIllu
C~,IcnlLll,.,snvL?, Hem’s colmm.
The winner is Mary MacPherson

of
Toronto, who twelves $25 for tlds
toponymous triumph:
m taog hound. A,,;I.: “Home of dog’s bat

...~--~e.-- _.__.

%anadian books have
been received by Bo0k.v in Canada in
recent weeks. Inclusion in tbii Lit does
not preclude a review or notice in a future issue:
THE FOLLOWING

o Wetls, B.C.: “AtI’s welt tlwt ends in Wcllr.”
-Barbara Schub,, Thunder Bay, 0111.
. l l
o ;gy: ant.: “Aardheadalnrr built our
-.MunieKlein. Colbmne. Ont.
. * *
0 Lovat. Om.: “We guarantee you’will.”
q Burnt River, 01.: “Where dw. dsh you catch

.BIe abeady cooked.”

*

l

- Kil Hall. Windsor
.

o Smbunr. Sak.: “The town wbue nobody
makes fun Of you:
q Natal, B.C.: “The place where life rrnlly begins.”
--Mfcbael 0. NowIan. Ommoao. N.B.

*
Clssified rates: $3 per line (40 characters to
the line). Deadline: tirst of thm month for issue
dated following month. Address: Boolcs I”
CanadaClaasified.BBSAdslaideSLleet
East
Tomnto M5A lN4. Phone: f41m 353-5425.

l

.

q

Tmy, Slrrk.: ‘Tiny pans are inwesdng.”
-Derrtck Murdoch, Toronto

q

Milk River. Alum: ‘0!! alone and brine

. * *

WJDEKING by llbr@a” [ML!?). Free estlmates. W. Gower, 37 Hill St., Kingston. Ont.
K7LZM4 1613~545-9049.
plum pliant.”

JEWISN DIALOGUE welcomes new cu”LributDrs in Canadian Jowish flotiin. Contact
Joe Rosenblatt. editor, Suite 7.1499 Yonge
St.. Tomnto. Ont.

-Ann McElhinney. Tommo

* *

OUT-OF-PRW~CanadianebDughtands~d.
Cataloguea sent free on request. Huro”la
f;;,d;lt Boo!% Box 895. Alliston. Ont

one.”

l

-hme Sears. Mb+. Ont.

I . *
Rifa a BEfNuNE: COpkS OT WhereabOotS
of poams. plays. songs. stories, oto. by or
about &her of these men wo “ebded fora
new course on arl as myth-mantpulation.
Contact Nlgel Spencer, English Dept.,
ChamplaIn College. Lonnoxvllle, Que.
SUfXlER WRtTERB’ WORKSHOP
Aug. 1-12 at New College, U of T. Plotto”:
Austin Clarke. Alice Denham. Gerald Lam
pert. Elizabeth Salter, Peter Such. Playwtghts: Caml Bolt, Larry Fineberg. Poets:
Stew McCaffery. Joe Rosenblatt, P. K.
Page. Non-fictlon: Philip Marchand. Eleanor
Pelrina. For brochure: G. Lampert. Workshop, 165 Spadina Ave.. Tomnto MSf 2C4
f416~364-3915.

o Doting Cow. N”d.: “Fa the golden yurs.”
-C. M. Bultie. Monrml
. l *
q Hydraulic. B.C.: “For a real jift. vtsit us.”
o z;, On,.: “A town lmlmcd tar your
q

Uniiv. Sask.: “l%e home of the nationat

&al:”

o,HM’s cOnle!,t. N”d.: “Needs no molto.”
- Warner. Stadey. Tomnto

YOUR BaOK IN PRINT1
Author pays for Crst printing: RoyaltIes there:
afler. Spiritual Christian. SPIRITUAL
PRESS, Box 464-BC. Do” Mills. Ont.
M3C 2T3.
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,- Michael Schultz. Nmwwd;~nt.
* . *

Ef.
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~~~c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~ J wishes to thank the following
contributors for helping us through the first six years

-----------------------SW.
r----Please
send me Books m Canada for one year
al your specral birthday rate of $5.00

The best critical minds
in Canada can be yours
for only $5 a year
(special sixth anniversary otter)

I enclose a cheque 0

I

I

I
I
!

Please bill me C

NBKIL.

4ddress
PrKM Code

Please make cheques payable to Canadian Review of
Books Ltd., 366 Adelaide St. East Toronto M5A lN4

-;
:

The Complete Token Collection . . . including
J. R. R. Tolkien’s THE SILMARILLIOM to be
published September 15,1977.
Advance orders now being accepted at
better bookstores across Canada.

.’

I’.

